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ESTABLISHED 1875

PUBLISHED WEEKLY

ACCEPT AND DEFEND THE
52 NUMBERS:
TRUTH\WHEREVER FOUND

VOLUME FIFTY-ONE.

$1.50 IN ADVANCE

OOLLEQEVILLE, PA., THURSDAY. OCTOBER 1, 1925.

WHOLE NUMBER. 2618.

T B E ^ H O M E P A P E R ” OP THE MIDDLE SECTION OF PROSPEROUS MONTGOMERY COUNTY.
For The Independent.
SPREAD *THE BLESSED SUNSHINE
What’s your trouble? Kind of lonely?
Feeling just a little blue?
Need to have some kindred spirit
Speak a cheering word to you?
,
How is business? Nothing doing?
Hardly think you’ll make it ,go?
You have given time and money
And returns are'very slow?

THE DEATH ROLL
Robert Merrifield, formerly of
Trappe, died on Wednesday of last
week at his home, 140 South 58th
street, Philadelphia, in his 58th year.
Mrs. Merrifield and three sons sur
vive. The funeral was held Saturday
afternoon. Interment in Arlington
cemetery, Delaware county; under
taker, F. W. Shalkop.

ANNUAL PERKY LEAGUE BAN URSINUS LOSES TO PENN
QUET TO BE HELD OCT. 8

IN OPENING GAME 32-0

SUBMARINE RAMMED BY SHIP
SINKS WITH CREW

NEWS FROM TRAPPE
H

RAMBLING AT RANDOM

COUNTY AND STATE ITEMS

Dr. and Mrs. William C. Samuel en
Two carloads of real beer seized at
BY JAY OWABD
The University of Pennsylvania
The U. S. submarine S-51 out on a
tertained Mr. and Mrs. George Have- Lock Haven by Sheriff Hanna were
gained a hollow 32-0 victory over the short cruise and partly submerged
Hill
low, of Philadelphia, and Mr. Alfred dumped into sewers.
The fifth annual Perkiomen Base fighting Ursinus football team in the was rammed by the S. S. City of
Ursinus College played the Univer Payant, of Vermont, on Sunday.
ball League banquet will be held in opening game for both elevens on Rome, a freight and passenger ship,
Edmund Neuda, a foreman at the
Espenship’s pavilion, Graterford, on Franklin Field Saturday afternoon off the eoast of Rhode Island last Fri sity of Pennsylvania last Saturday at
Mr. Lawrence Miller, of this place, Bethlehem Steel plant, was killed
Philadelphia
and
Was
defeated
32-0.
Thursday evening, October 8. An in- before 40,000 spectators. Coach Kich- day night. The sub sank so quickly
and Miss Anna Jabovitsch, of near when several steel beams fell over on
Bless my soul! The same old story,
tresting list of speakers has been line’s squad of Bears put up such a that the crew were trapped in her and Some opposition to playing such a Limerick, motored to Crystal Cave on him.
I have often felt that way,
large college way out of Ursinus’ Sunday afternoon . 1
procured for the occasion and a fine strong defensive game th at the high unable to get out. >
’Till I learned to carry sunshine
class was aroused;but do the knockers
With me every blessed day.
vaudeville entertainment has been ly tooted Penn backfield could score
Lester Stump, of Kutztowil, suffer
Divers located the sunken sub 48 realize how much advertisement and
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Z. Hoyer ed severe injuries when his automo
Samuel Kerbaugh, of Upper Provi booked. Abe Espenship’s famous, cul only two earned touchdowns. Of hours later and tappings indicated
You will find it if you seek it,
Let it radiate your soul
dence, died on Friday, aged 82 years. inary department will furnish the Penn’s five touchdowns one was the that some of the crew were still alive. publicity Ursinus received thru that and son spent Sunday with Mr. and bile was wrecked by striking a tele
And your gloomy thoughts will vanish
phone pole.
Funeral was held on Tuesday. Ser eats. The pennant will be awarded direct result of penalties; another Heavy seas' and storms hindered the game. Over 40,000 spectators were Mrs. Harmon Rohrer, of Hershey.
As you reach a higher goal.
vices in Horsham Friends church a t 2 and the numerous prizes given out at was a blocked kick which Sieracki fell rescue work so that the divers could at the game and actually saw Ursinus
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Carpenter, of
From the heights the view is broader,
William Henry, of near Weissport,
p. m. Interment in the adjoining this famous annual gathering , of upon for a touchdown; while the third not get into the sunken craft or raise and her rooters in action. Hundreds Philadelphia, spent the Week end
Petty trials fade away.
the Carbon county potato king, is
of thousands more heard the game with Mr. and Mrs. N. C. Schatz.
You will find real joy in living.
Perky League players and fans. lucky goal for Penn came in the final it to rescue the trapped crew.
cemetery; undertaker J. L. Bechtel.
Spreading sunshine day vby day.
loading several cars with potatoes at
broadcast over the radio and the talk
Ticket sales thruout the valley al quarter when Odiorne intercepted an
On Tuesday the rescuing squad by Coach Kichline of Ursinus later
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Claude
Fisher
and
Wejssport for shipment to Philadel
MRS. HENRY ARMSTRONG.
ready
total
over
400.
Tickets
for
the
Mary Ruth, died a t the home of
Ursinus forward and raced 65 yards worked their way into one compart
Dorchester^ Mass.
in the evening. Still other hundreds daughter Evelyn, of Ambler, spent phia.
her sister Mrs. Abram Miller, Evans Collegeville delegation can be pro- for a touchdown.
ment of the ill-fated craft and two of
week end with Mr. and Mrs.
burg, on Saturday, aged 66 years. cred. from William / McAllister or
The stonewall Ursinus line held the bodies were recovered. As the of thousands, read the accounts of the the
Farmers around Joanna have a
Michael
Mignogna.
game
in
the
various
newspapers
and
Ralph
Wismer.
The
banquet
this
She is survived by one sister Mrs.
Penn for downs time and again. Only squad penetrates further into the hull
ABOUT TOWN NOTES
bumper crop of potatoes, the yield be
are
still
reading
comments
and
sports
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Rich, of ing from 200 to 250 bushels per acre,
Miller. Funeral was held on Tues year will be a stag event fori men one of the two earned touchdowns the rest of the crew will be recovered.
writers’ opinions of Ursinus. It is
_______________
was made by line plays. The other
Don’t forget the Roast Beef Sup day at 10.30 a. m. Interment in the only.
The body of J. L. Gibson was the safe to say that most of these people- Philadelphia, spent Sunday with Rev. which they1are selling at $1 per bush
J. K. Bowers and faniily.
was made via the forward pass. This first found. His body was taken from
el delivered in cars.
per given by the Ladies Aid Society, Episcopal cemetery; undertaker, J. L.
LETTER CANCELLING MACHINE was very noteworthy because of the the battery room of the submersible. never even knew “there was such a
Saturday evening, October 3, in the Bechtel.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ralph
Hodge
and
college,” or a place called College
For the first time in years a horse
fact that Penn is supposed to have a
Hendricks Memorial Building. Tick- 1
Gibson was an engine man, first
family moved into their newly erected stealing- case has been returned to
PLACED IN COLLEGEVILLE
very fast and powerful backfield this class. His home was in Portland, ville and those that did, not having house on Main street last week.
MARRIED AT EASTON
ets, including ice cream, sixty cents.
heard or seen anything of Ursinus re
Norristown court. James Brandrick
POST OFFICE
year. On -the other hand Ursinus Oregon.
Children under six years of age,
Mr. A. Heyser Detwiler, of Trappe,
cently, had forgotten all about her.
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs is charged with the theft of two gray
proved to be very weak on the offense,
A
second
body,
th
a
t,o
f
William
Postmaster
Rushong
has
installed
thirty cents.
and Miss Henrietta Miller, of Norris
Add to this the big cash guarantee Henry Hunsberger on Sunday.1
horses of Edward Body, near Willow
an electrically operated letter can not one first down was made. Penn Teschmacher, first class seaman, of
Grove.
Mr. A. D. Fetterolf spent Monday town, were united in marriage on celling machine in the Collegeville gained most of their ground when Ur Bangor, Pennsylvania, was taken they received—while if they would
Miss Blanche Shellenberger and
Saturday afternoon at Easton, Pa.
have played some small college in
in Lancaster.
sinus held and Penn was forced to
Mr. and Mrs. Michael McTague, of
After a short weddjng trip to Ohio post office, by means of which letters kick and the Ursinus receiver fumbled from the hull soon afterward.
their own class here at Collegeville Mrs. Mary Mast, of Philadelphia, vis
William - Teschmacher was a twin the proceeds would have amounted to ited Rev, and Mrs. S. M. Hensch on Mauch Chunk, celebrated the fortyare cancelled with great rapidity.
Miss Frances Markley has returned they will reside in Trappe.
the
punt
and
Penn
recovered.
The
brother of Frederick Peter Tesch about enough to pay the officials of Monday, >
While business at the local post office
first anniversary of their wedding.
to Princeton, N. J., where she is em
is large and steadily increasing, it Bears committed six costly fumbles macher, first class, who also went the game—-and you have the whole
ployed as a teacher.
Mr,
and
Mrs,
R.
C.
Sturges
enter
Solicitor H. J. Hartzog, of the Beth
A SON BORN TO MR. AND MRS. is not of sufficient volume to comply which Penn recovered.
down with the S-51.
tained Mrs. F, B. Test and Charles lehem school district, rendered an
situation in a nutshell,
The high light of the game was the
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Gowthrop, of
Bodies,
as
recoveted,
are
being
tak
with
rules
of
the
Government
P.
O.
PAUL STOUDT
Test, of Philadelphia, and Mrs. W. opinion that Federal employees are
Wilmington, Del., visited in town on
Department at Washington with rela spectacular playing of “Scurvy” Ev en to the Naval hospital at Newport,
The Grizzly Bear has been adopted H. Young and Miss Elizabeth Hale, of not exempt from paying taxes under
ans,
ex-captain,
at
left
end
for
Ur
The
gents’
furnishing
store
in
ColRhode
Island.
Sunday.
tion to the installation of cancelling
by Ursinus College as its athletic West Collingswood, New Jersey.
the State school code.
legeville conducted by Mr. Paul Stoudt machines at the cost of the Govern sinus, He was the outstanding play
The Teschmachers were 19 years symbol. Hereafter the Ursinus sta
Miss Margaret Yost, of Werners- of Skippack, was opened for business ment.
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Bowers, of RoyTherefore, recognizing the er of the game, Hunsicker and Yau- old. The brother probably also per tionery will have the picture of a
Wreath of Friendship Lodge of
ville, visited her' parents, Rev. and especially early Monday morning with need of one of the machines in the key also made Lou. Yoqpg’s proteges ished ay he is believed to have been
ersford spent the week end at the
Bear
on
it
and
the
athletes
themselves
Odd
Fellows, of Bethlehem, has com
Mrs. C. D. Yost.
look
foolish.
In
the
backfield
the
one
home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank H.
a big reduction sqle on (as per adver. Collegveille office, it is understood
at the conning tower wheel wheu the will be referred to as the Bears.
pleted plans for celebrating its fiftieth
redeeming feature for Ursinus was ship sank.
Fuhrman.
page
four).
The
cause
for
the
big
that
the
cost
of
the
same
will
be
con
Misses Esther and Marion Slotterer
anniversary on October 14.
celebration it appears was the arrival tributed by a number of the larger the- punting and all around work of
Word of finding Gibson’s body eame
Messrs. William and Herman
spent Saturday in Philadelphia.
The*Women’s Student Council at
Millar,
the
130
pound
freshman
quar
of a bouncing baby boy into the cloth patrons of the office. The letters now
in "a message frqm Admiral H, H,
Jumping from a freight train on
Mrs. Russell Shonck, of this bor ing merchant’s family a t Montgomery leaving Collegeville, as cancelled in terback. W. Moyer also played a nice Christy, aboard the U, S. S, Camden. Ursinus passed a new ruling that col Fischer, Miss Malvina Fischer and which he was an illegal rider, Allen
lege
girls
may
now
go
swimming
in
Miss
Carrie
Wischmann,
of
Philadel
ough, and Mrs. Morgan Weber, of Hospital on Sunday night. Little the most modern way, present a met game for the Bears. Penn kept their It indicated to navy officers here that
phia, visited Mrs. H. A. Mathieu on Dudley was killed near his home at
varsity line-up intact until the last divers have penetrated the hull and the Perkiomen during the school Sunday.
Evansburg, spent Wednesday in Phil Paul and his mother are doing nicely. ropolitan appearance.
Norristown when struck by another
term,
a
privilege
heretofore
denied.
period when numerous substitutions are searching the hull for bodies.
adelphia.
train.
The
girls,
however,
must
first
pass
a
Mr. Henry W, Mathieu will leave on
were made. Ursinus was without the
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Francis, Mr. DATE o f c o l l e g e v il l e a . a .
swimming test under Miss McGowan, Friday for Omaha, Nebraska, where
OLD TANNERY BUILDING RAZED services of Stanley Moyer, one of the
Ralph Weiss, Jr., of Pottstown, suf
and Mrs. Harry Brown and Mr. and
ENGINEER KILLED, FIREMAN athletic director, and may only go in he will attend the ten day convention fered1 a fracture of, his right leg when
best
backs
Ursinus
ever
produced,
due
BASEBALL
BANQUET
CHANGED
The
old
stone
tannery
building,
Mrs. Harry Umstead, of this borough,
the water in groups of >4 or more. In of the American Legion.
to an aggravation of his old ankle
he collided on his bicycle with an au
HURT IN WRECK
and Mr. and Mrs. Place, of Fairview
view of the fact that the Bear has
The date of the banquet to be given Evansburg, erected in 1863 by D. injury. Moyer will be lost for the
tomobile.
Mrs.
Emma
Law
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Village, spent the week end at Peck’s by the Collegeville A. A. for the play Morgan Casselberry is being demol season.
Winfield Dunn, of Elizabeth, N. J., been adopted as the athletic symbol
ished
by
Harry
W.
Brown,
contractor
Gus Patton and daughters, of Phila
Pond, Pike county, Pa.
Prizes totaling $500 will be award
ers and followers of the Collegeville
Toward the end of the first quarter engineer of a fast freight train on the we suppose newspaper reports will
of Collegeville, who will utilize the
Mrs. Paul Mertz and daughter, of team has beep changed to Saturday stone and other materia} for building Penn registered the first score of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, was in now soon read thus: A number of delphia, were the Sunday guests of ed to contestants at Royersford’s Hal
Mr. and Mrs. A. Harvey Moyer and lowe’en celebration.
Harrisburg, spent a -few days with evening, October 17. The event will purposes. Mr. Casselberry, now de season when Kruez took the pigskin stantly killed Tuesday afternoon pretty bathing beauties of the Ur family.
sinus
Women’s
Swimming
Club
held
be
held
at
the
Bridge
Hotel.
Mr.
Mor.Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Hallman.
over the/line for six points. He failed when he jumped from his engine af
Excavation was begun at City Park
vin Godshall is chairman of the com- ceased, conducted a thriving tanning in his effort to add the subsequent ter running a stripg of cars into an an aquatic meet in the Perkiomen.
Mr, and Mrs. Harry Moser, of Phil for the statue of Christopher Colum
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Gensler and mitte in charge.
industry in the building Re had erec
Over
16,000
spectators
lined
the
banks
adelphia,
spent
the
week
end
with
open
drawbridge
over
the
Schuylkill
family visited in Perkasie on Sun
ted until about 1893 when the tan point. The touchdown came as a re
on both sides to watch the BEARS in his parents Mr. and Mrs. William bus to be unveiled October 12 by the
Reading Italians. \
nery was operated for a year or two sult of a sustained attack starting at River at Thirty-seventh and Tasker action.
day.
Moser and family.
street, Philadelphia, William'Gergby Dunlap and Company, After that about the 40 yard line, *
MEETING OF FIRE COMPANY
Harry O. Thornburg, who lost the
Miss Caroline Godshall, of Phila
son,
of
Roselle,
N
.
1
J.,
the
fireman,
The second touchdown came ihfter
Mr. E. G, Brownback is attending
time the tannery was idle, improved
Collegeville is back to normalcy.
Democratic
nomination for Recorder
delphia, visited her” mother Mrs.
Meeting of* the Collegeville Fire tanning processes having rendered Erb fumbled one of Kruez’s long jumped at the same time and escaped
Ursinus College “freshies” with the convention of the American Bank of Deeds in Berks county, spent $4111
Louise Godshall, over the week end.
Company this (Thursday) evening, the older methods unprofitable,
twisting spirals and the alert Singer with slight injuries. One of the en The
their cute little red hats, pretty black ers’ Association at Atlantic City this in his campaign.
recovered it on the 20 yard line. gineer’s legs was cut completely off bow neck ties and artistic plain black week.
Miss Amelia Emmons, of Phoenix- October 1, when the committees in
Douglass drove off tackle for seven by the wheels of the locomotive, and socks give the old town a decided “all
Frank E, Wilson, 51 years old, for
ville, was the week end guest of Miss charge of the recent festival and
Mr. Robert Merrifield, Sr., a form
carnival will be expected to present
EVANSBURG
yards and Kruez made It a first down fell from the bridge Into the river.
many
years a clerk at the Easton post
Mary Francis.
is
well”
feeling.
The
red
sky
piece
is
er resident of the borough, was bur
final reports.
The drawbridge had been opened to
office, returned home from work and
H. S. Meacham, of Germantown, with four yards to go. The meteoric
not
such
a
hardship
for
the
freshies
Mr. Augustus Markley has return
ied
from
his
home
in
Philadelphia
has purchased seven acres of ground Rogers went around leff end for three allow a tug to go down the river and but how humiliating it is to wear on Friday. Mr. and Mrs. Harry Shain- died of apoplexy.
ed to the U. of .P. where he is study
was being closed. It was still open
(Continued on page 4)
MOVING
PICTURES
IN
HEN
on the Germantown pike overlooking
The American Locomotive Works
ing to be a doctor.
about three feet when the heavy fast black socks. Knickers and fancy golf line and Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Favinger
Skippack creek. He will improve this
socks are out of the question. How and daughter attended the service.
has received an order for 80 locomo
DRICKS
MEMORIAL
BLDG.
freight
lumbered
across
the
gap.
Mr. and Mrs. Myron. Bortz and
property by setting out fruit trees INTRUDER STABBED TO SAVE
Blame for the accident lies either cruel those upper classmen are. Oh,
son spent* Saturday in Philadelphia.
Mrs. Mary Detwiler, of Philadel tives, which will keep the Chester
October 3—Pathe News, a Gang and the erection of a bungalow.
yes!
We
almost
forgot!
The
fresh
plant running on full time for three
LIFE
IN
STRUGGLE
with the dead engineer for failing to
Miss Helen Fry, of Logan, visited Comedy, and “The Navigator,” one of
men class this year contains quite a phia, is spending several weeks at the months.
Clayton Swartley has moved into
see
the
signal
or
the
bridge
tender
home
of
Mr,
arid
Mrs.
D.
W.
Favinger.
Buster
Keaton’s
famous
comedies.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sautter, recently.
In a deseprate battle to avoid be for not displaying the correct signal, bevy of attractive, pretty girlies who
his new bungalow erected on the
Joseph Scioli received a verdict of
Mr, and Mrs. Percy W. Mathieu en
Evansburg road on property pur ing choked to death by a negro, whom
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Walt en
The train hit the open space gnd wear gorgeous, bright green bands tertained
$800
for injuries sustained when
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Wiedhe had caught hiding in the office of listed toward the river side. Dunn around tjieir heads. At least th at’s
COMPLETELY SURPRISED
chased from St. James’ church.
tertained the following on Sunday:
struck by Elmer Dinino’s automobile
and
of
Maplewood,
New
Jersey,
over
what
the
people
say.
the
McCarter
Iron
and
Steel
Com
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Romig and fam
and Gergson, evidently fearing a f&ll
while standing in a safety zone at
Thursday evening of last week Mr.
The Rev. Charles F. Scofield will
the wjsek end.
ily, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Straw- and Mrs. William A. Vanderslice, of preach at the morning service at St. pany, Norristown, Monday night, Jos into the river, some distance below,
Wyomissing
waiting for a trolley car.
Every man to his own opinion; but
hacker and family, Miss Susie Straw- Third avenue, east, Collegeville, were James’ church Sunday.. There will eph Tuzzi, night watchman at the jumped from the cab. Dunn failed
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Brunner mo
when
it
conies
to
changing
the
name
Mary
Zione,
aged 12 years, missing
p)ant,
stabbed
his
assailant
with
a
hacker and Mr. Charles Strawhacker, completely surprised by their children be a celebration of the Holy Com
tored to Philadelphia to see the new
to clear the side of the locomotive and
of Port Kennedy; Mr. and Mrs. Oram and grandchildren. The event was. in munion. The Sunday School will kfiife, subdued him and sent him to his head struck. He was thrown un of Bowers Station, Berks county, to bridge which spans the Delaware from Tamaqua since Thursday, was
Sally Ann Furnace we stand right river, with Mr. and Mrs, George Bald found in Hoboken, N. J., by Constable
Logan and family, of Norristown; celebration of Mr. and Mrs. Vander- have their special service in the the hospital.
der the wheels, his body being cut
Eddinger and taken back home.
The negro, John Roland, 48 years in two. Gergson, who jumped from with the people of the town, altho we win, of Norristown, on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Miller and fam slice’s 46th wedding anniversary. church at 10 o’clock.
old, living at 8 Water street, Js not his side of the engine, landed on his hold no grudge against the name of
ily, of Bala; Miss Florence Hielman, Friends were present; from Norris
Mrs. Abram Landis and Mrs. Susan
Mr. Clayton Miller has sold his ex
Sally Ann or even Percival Sapp for
seriously hurt, and is charged with head,
of Philadelphia; Mr. Edgar Straw town and Atlantic City and partici
tensive property, the former Good Simmons, of Graterford, are spend
that
matter.
It
appears
the
owner
felonious
entry
and
larceny.
Tuzzi
is
hacker, of West Chester, and Mr. and pated in the pleasures of the anni FINED $50 FOR OPERATING SLOT
ing a few days in Philadelphia.
of the historic old Sally Ann Furnace man mansion, fronting on the Ridge
'held on a technical charge of aggra
Mrs. Paul Kopenhafer and family ,1 of versary surprise. A feature of the
LA FOLLETTE, JR„ WON U. S
MACHINE , i
Company located near the town got pike above Trappe, to two Philadel
vate^ assault and battery, pending po
Abington.
evening was the presence of three
Representative Esteriy to petition the phia doctors who intend to convert
SENATORSHIP
NEXT WINTER’S WEATHER
lice investigation of the fight. Roland
George
G.
Rosenberger,
of
Grater
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Miller,' of Phila generations of Charles E. White—
Post Office Department to change the the large stone house into a private
has stab wounds in the back,
Milwaukee,
Wis,,
Sept.
29.—“Young
ford,
last
week
pleaded
guilty
to
op
Weather prophets had better look
delphia, were the week end guests of Charles White, Sr., Health Officer of
v According to Tuzzi’g story to the Bob” La Follette, of Madison, has name of the town to Sally Ann Furn hospital.
to their laurels. Formidable opposi
Norristown; Charles White, Jr., of erating a slot machine in his lunch police he was making his rounds of been elected United States Senator ace. The residents of the town pro
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Bortz.
Mr. and Mrs. Millard Trollinger and tion has appeared in the person of
place and was sentenced by Judge
Mrs. Ruth Yohey and daughter and Collegeville, and Charles White, the Miller 'to pay a fine of fifty dollars the plant when he noticed a window from the Badger State, the voters to tested violently and petitions are bci- Miss Anna Zern, of Manayunk, and George S. Bliss, the genial weather
3rd,
son)
of
Charles
Jr.,
and
greatMrs. Myron Bortz and son spent F ri
costs. In reply to question^ of of the office open. He found th at it day sweeping him into office by a ma ing circulated to have the town re Mr, Louis Zern, of Pottstown, vis man, who, taking time by the fore
grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Vander and
day in Norristown.
his
I
counsel,
A. H. Hendricks, Rosen had been forced and immediately be jority that will more than double his christened with its'old name of Bow ited Mrs. Elizabeth Zern on Sunday. lock, rises to remark that the com
slice.
berger
stated'
that he knew it was gan a search of the plant. Entering margin in the primary September 15 ers Station.
Miss Lulu Sacks has returned from
Mr. Harry Conley and Mr. and Mrs. ing winter will be neither severe nor
the office he saw a man partially con
With only 518 precincts to be heard
a weeVs visit to Pocono Manor, Pa. COLLEGEVILLE HIGH FOOTBALL illegal to permit the operation of such cealed behind some filing cabinets.
Harry Wismer motored to York where mild.
•Men
beware!
A
love
powder
has
from out of the 2692 in the State, La
a machine, but that he took the chance
Just to save yourself the trouble of
been discovered. Over in Ambler a they attended a church convention
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Reiner, of
of escaping the law because others He ordered the intruder to come out Follette was leading Edward F. Dith- hired girl at a certain boarding house over the week end.
SEASON OPENS FRIDAY
looking at Mr. Bliss’ daily forecast
Eagleville, were the Sunday guests
were operating them and making big and Roland sprang from his place of mar, Coolidge Republican, by 120,101 mixed some of the magic powder
during the winter months, read his
Coach Keyser’s Collegeville High money thereby. The charge of vio concealment, striking the watchman votes.,
of Mr. and Mrs. David Reiner.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Beaver and advance prediction. Here it is:
grid machine opens its football sea
with
the
dessert
to
gain
the
affec
sons, of North Wales, Mrs. Harry
Returns from 2174 precincts give
“The time is near at hand when
George Ullman and family attend son with St. Patrick’s Catholic High lating the liquor law was withdrawn. on the jaw. The two grappled, the
negro seeking to escape and the La Follette 197,779;. Dithmar 77,678; tions of one of the male boarders. Wagner, Misses Susan and Anna Det forecasts for the. coming winter will
ed the Allentown Fair, Saturday.
The-stuff affected everybody who hap wiler and IVtiss Matilda Yerkes, of
of, Norristown on the Commons Field,
watchman endeavoring to hold him.
Bruce, Democrat, 8996; Work, Social
begin to appear from all sides, being
Mr. Burton Augee, clerk at the Friday afternoon at 3.30 o’clock.
CARNIVAL AT SCHOOL FOR
Realizing that he was being over ist, 10,706; Bauman, Socialist-Labor, pened to partake of the specially Philadelphia, Mr. and Mrs. Abner based in every conceivable observa
prepared
dish—they
all
got
deathly
American Store, has retruned from a
powered, Roland is alleged to have 630.
Godshall, of Yerkes, ana Mr. and Mrs. tion from goosebones to caterpillars.
THE BLIND
sick and the doctors at first thought
week’s vacation at Mays Landing,
seized the watchman by the throat
An indication of the complete man the household had been poisoned. But A. J. Ashenfelter and daughter, of
“Heretofore this office has refrain
CARD PARTY
A carnival will be held at the Roy- and began choking him. In desper ner in which the scion of the house
New Jersey.
Jeffersonville, visited Mr. and Mrs. ed from offering opinions in the mat
A card party and games, under the er-Greaves School for the Blind at ation Tuzzi drew a knife from his ef La Follette bowled over all oppo everyone recovered in a day or two. D. W. Favinger and family on Sun ter, but this year I have decided to
Mr. Homer Hatfield, consulting elec
The detectives admit the romance
King of Prussia on Saturday, October
get in the swim and make a forecast
trical engineer for the Pennsylvania auspices of the Ursinus Woman’s 3, 1925, afternoon and evening. Mrs. pocket and plunged it into his as sition was his victory in Racine coun producing mixture certainly stirs up day.
Club,
will
be
held
in
the
Thompson
sailant’s
■
back
twice.
The
latter
re
all my own.
ty,
former
stronghold
of
the
regular
Power .and Light Company, visited his
Miss
Kathryn
Gennaria
is
recov
excitement but as far as its matri
Jessie Royer Greaves, who is con
“The winter as a whole will be
brother, Mr. Isaac Hatfield, and fam Field Cage, Saturday evening, Octo ducting the school!, is engaged in a leased his grip and *was quickly over Coolidge Republicanism, young' La monial influence goes it appears to ering from an operation for appendi
ber 17, 1925, at 8 o’clock. Tickets, in
powered.
Follette carried this county by a vote
neither very severe nor very mild.
ily on Sunday.
citis
which
was
performed
at
the
be
a
failure
as
the
romantic
plot
cluding refreshments, $2. Attendants most helpful and praiseworthy work
Tuzzi phpned for the police and of 5308 to 3187 for Dithmar. In only
There will be two or three periods of
Mr. John Nester and family are will bring games and cards.
in behalf of the welfare and useful Lieutenant Sarni responded. He took one county of the State, Rock, in the ter is still Single. The much to be Phoenixville Hospital last week.
about a week each when the cold,will
moving from one of Mr. F. J. Clamness jof blind boys and girls, and the both men to the police station and same district with Racine, is Dithmar desired male when he got over the
Mr. and Mrs. M. N. Allebach en be rather severe, and .zero tempera
effects
of
the
supposed
poison
got
er’s tenant houses on Main street to
program
arranged
will
prove
to
be
of
tertained Mr. and Mrs. Carl M. Det tures may be recorded in the sub
later had Roland removed to Mont leading. In Walworth county, an
MEETING OF BENEFICIAL
angry and even made the girl pay wiler and daughter Grace, of Easton, urban districts of Philadelphia.
their recently purchased home in Nor
much interest to all who will favor gomery Hospital.
other
of
the
First
district
regular
Re
ASSOCIATION
doctor bill. It appears now that over the week end. Mr. and Mrs. There will be five or six snowstorms
ristown. Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Bech
Mrs. Greaves with their presence and
publican counties, La Follettee nosed his
the guy who sold the stuff got the Raymond Smith, of Mont Clare, and worth considering, and a total snow
tel, of Yerkes, will occupy the va
A meeting of the Collegeville Bene encouragement.
out
Dithmar
by
a
vote
of
2374
to
^274.
BOROUGH SUPERVISOR
most out of the deal (two dollars an Mr. and Mrs. Wilmer Allebach, of fall for the winter of about 26 or 27
cated house.
ficial Association will be held next
With virtually five-sixths of the ounce).
Evansburg, visited them on Sunday.
ELECTROCUTED
BAPTIST
ASSOCIATION
MEETING
Monday evening in Odd Fellows’ hall.
inches. The ground will be compara
counties heard from, La Follette was
Reorganization^
and
election
of
of
leading
in
more
than
95
per
cent
of
Mr. Weikel and Mrs. Marquette, of tively bare and free from snow about
NOTICE TO TAXPAYERS
Meeting of the North Philadelphia
When 20,000 volts of electricity
Some
one
complained
to
the
boss
ficers will take place.
Baptist Association on Wednesday from a live wire passed through his them. In some his ratio was as high that the Dutch found occasionally in Philadelphia, visited Mr. and Mrs. one-half of the time.
School tax, due by Collegeville resi
“The above forecast is not based
and Thursday of this week, in the body at Hatfield late Thursday after as ten to one, and all indications were this column was not grammatically Arthur Kutschbach.
dents for 1925, should be paid at once.
upon any special information or fore
that he was being powerfully lifted correct. It did not agree in spelling
Lower
Providence
Baptist
church.
NEEDLEWORK
GUILD
MEETING
noon,
Franklin
H.
Price,
59
years
old,
Mrs. William Breininger, Mr. and
All unpaid school tax is subject to
borough supervisor, was electrocuted. to his father’s political place. The and pronunciation with their Dutch Mrs. Baltz, Miss Irene Dedekef, Mr. knowledge of the conditions, but upon
five per cent penalty after October 1.
The third annual meeting, with dis
fact that about three-fourths of
city
precincts
did
not
close
until
It was five minutes before the electric
grammar book it seems. That’s all Edward Tyson and Mr. apd Mrs. H ar the
HARVEST HOME SERVICES
Urgent request also is hereby made play of garments, of the Collegeville'
our winters are of this character,
p. m.
current
could,
be
turned
off.
Mr.
right,
there
may
be
some
Deitscha
ry Little, of Philadelphia, visited Mr. and I should have a fair chance of
to make immediate settlement of branch of the Needlework Guild of
Harvest home services at River
The first precincts in Milwaukee
county and state taxes, to which a five America will be • held in the High Crest, near Mont Clare, on Saturday Price had been working with Parker county (city of Milwaukee) give La lite who can’t read Dutch — that and Mrs. Fred Rommel on Sunday.
winning. The fellows who forecast
per cent penalty has already been school auditorium .on Saturday, Oc October 3, from 11 a. m. to 7 p. m. Hartman, another borough employe, Follette, 519; Dithmar, 38; Bruce, 29; doesn’t worry the writer — a lot
Preaching service will be held in a very severe op a very mild winter
in
a
borough
lot
near
South
Hatfield.
of
people
can’t
even
read
English,
added.'
H. P. TYSON, Collector.
tober 3, at 3 p. m. Several interest Children’s exercises at 2 p. m. You
the United Evangelical church on will have to divide the fourth chance
They were clearing away some high Work, 93; Bauman, 2.
so how in the “Diehenker” could Sunday, October 3rd, at 10 a. m.; between them, and will have little
ing speakers will be present. A cor are cordially invited.
grass
when
Price
caught
hold
of
a
they
be
expected
to
translate
a
dialect
dial invitation to be present is ex
Sunday School at 9 a. m. C. E. on
TRINITY REFORMED CHURCH
live wire that had fallen to the I r o n m il l d e s t r o y e d b y f i r e that no two people even in the famous Sunday evening at 7.45 o’clock. chance of winning.”
tended to the public.
WANTED
'
LOSS $125,000
ground and was covered with under
Pennsylvania Dutch section pro Everybody welcome.
Holy Communion will be held on
DOG MORE IMPORTANT THAN
nounce in exactly the same way.
Sunday at 10 o’clock.
Wanted, at The Independent office, brush. He is survived by a wife and
Fire
of
undetermined
origin
com
COLLISION OF AUTOS
Augustus Lutheran Church
The evening service will be held at
the name of the person who adver one daughter,
pletely destroyed the Valley unit of
MAN UNDER LAW
Eggs were fried on a cake of ice by
NARROW ESCAPES
tised—“Wanted, man to manage 35
7.30 with picture, “The Call from the
the Glasgow Iron Company, PottsThe regular monthly meeting of
After
a trolley crew had testified
radio
in
an
experiment
some
time
ago
Wild.”
Friday evening, Mr. I. Powell acre farm, etc,” 'in the issues of Sep TRUCK BACKS DOWN HILL AND town, Thursday night of last week,
the Vestry will be held in the lecture in Court Thursday that Nicholas Ford
by
radio
engineers
and
scientists.
Oh,
The Christian Endeavor meeting Thomas, of Trappe, was' operating bis tember 10 and 17,
with a loss estimated at $125,PLUNGES OVER BRIDGE
Boy, wait till they broadcast ham and room of the church on Thursday even was drunk after his automobile struck
will be at 6.30,
Studebaker on the Ridge pike (near
000. Seventy-five men were employed
their car in Conshohocken, and his.
egg
sandwiches and we will put in a ing, October 1st, at 7.30 o’clock.
The Bible School will meet at 9 Fern avenue and heading toward Col
CRIMINAL COURT CASES
A large truck loaded with lumber be at the plant, the only one the com ten tube receiving set and sit up all
Holy Communion will be celebrated companion, Patrick Sweeney, was kill
o’clock for Bible study.
legeville) when the driver of an auto
longing to a Philadelphia hauling con pany was operating.
on Sunday at 10.15 o’clock. Confes
CONTINUED
Ford pleaded guilty to involun
The consistory will meet on Thurs running in an opposite direction, turn
The building, 500 feet long by 150 night to wait for the famous Arcadia sional service in the Sunday school ed,
tractor, plunged over the bridge wall
tary manslaughter and Judge Miller
restaurant
(John
Kraus,
proprietor)
Twenty-one of the cases listed for on the Skippack bridge on the Ridge feet wide, of frame and steel con
day evening at 7.30.
ed his car directly in front of the
room at 10 o’clock. Organ prelude sent him to jail for 10 months.
Preparatory service will be held on Studebaker machine. A collision was trial at the September term of crim pike and landed on the bank 20 feet struction, was a buckled mass of ruins to come on the air.
“Adagio Cantabile”—Hayden and the
In passing sentence, Judge Miller
Friday evening at 7.30.
inevitable. Both cars were much dam inal court, ended last week, have been below. About 20 feet of the bridge early Thursday morning. The struc
The scrapple season has started. anthem, “Fear not, Oh Israel”—Max declared that one of the farces of the
The Ladies Aid Society will serve aged. Mr. Thomas, and another gen continued by District Attorney Ren- wall was demolished. The truck ture, it is estimated, cannot be re
Spicker will be rendered at the chief law of Pennsylvania is that which
a roast beef supper on Saturday tleman who was with him, narrowly ninger. The usual variety of crimes driver jumped and escaped injury. placed for less than $50,000 to $75,- What could be finer for breakfast on service.
a
frosty
autumn
morning
than
a
slab
calls for punishment of three years
evening from 5 to 9 o’clock.
escaped injury. The reckless operator involve the defendants held for, trial The truck was ascending thd steep 000. The machinery, a total loss, is of scrapple with a “ketchup” icing?
Mrs. Earl B. Moyer, Mrs. W. O. for killing a dog, while a man who
The Woman’s Missionary Society of the other car, who also escaped at the next term of criminal court.
hill on the north side of the creek valued at $50,000.
Fegely and Mrs. W. C. Price attended drives an automobile and kills a man
will meet in the home of Mrs. S. D. ' contusions and broken limbs, was an
when the driver missed the gears in
Eighty-four more days ’till Xmas. the executive committee meeting of can only be sentenced to not more
Cornish on Wednesday, October 7, employee of a Philadelphia business
A furniture factory is a prospective shifting and the truck got away and
Our guess is that one of the first If you don’t believe it count them the Woman’s Missionary Society of than two years which, due to the Lud
at 2.30 p. m.
house.
new industry at Gilbertsville,
ran backwards down the hill.
words Eve learned was “mine,”
yourself.
(Continued on page 4)
low act, is cut in half.
AT GRATERFORD
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Perhaps!
,
If the committee engaged in the undertaking of compelling
(by- proposed injunction proceedings) the Controller and Com
missioners to erect a special hospital building for the treatment of
tubercular patients, succeed in their coercive efforts, then will the
•ounty be forced to build a hospital. The members of the com
mittee have no time to listen to the plan of providing for patients
at a sanitarium now in existence, and less at cost to the county.
They are not interested in any such plan, however feasible or
praiseworthy. It is a special hospital building, with full equip
ment, at whatever cost— for building, equipment, and maintenance—
that does very much interest them, and they are going to have
their own way and their own way of getting their way. However,
Henry M. Brownback, attorney to the Commissioners, has sub
mitted an opinion with relation to the whole tubercular hospital
question.. When this opinion is made public perhaps the Hospital
steering committee will not feel so sure of their ground. Perhaps
they will find it worth while to halt and catch their breath, and
reconsider the significance of their actual importance as pros
pective hospital builders.
By the way, some time ago Dr. John B. Carroll, of Hatboro,
expressed a number of sane and tenabie considerations respecting
the proposed hospital. Here they a re:
“ County tuberculosis hospital is entirely unnecessary.
\ “ Taxpayers should not be saddled with this additional very
heavy burden.
’ .
“ State is only capable, competent, qualified and effective
agency to manage and treat this unfortunate and small percentage
of our sick population. '
.
.
“ Controller and commissioners should issue questionaire to
physicians of county as to the number of tuberculosis patients in
his or her practice in need of sanitarium treatment— with their
names.
“Good recoveries can be had by proper home treatment.
“ Contagious disease hospital in connection with County Home
hospital much-more of a necessity than tuberculosis hospital.
“ There are too many dependent people— not enough inde
pendent ones. There is too much paternalism, -too many imperti
nent and arrogant office holders.
“ Look out for a ‘colored gentleman in the wood pile.’ ”

Centuries Have Seen
No Change in Hammer
Recently an old hammer was foundembedded In a mass of concrete to
which was attached a piece of Roman
tile. From the broken crockery found
with it, there is no- -doubt that it
must have been a Roman hammer dat
ing from the Second or Third cen
tury. The fortunate discoverer of this
interesting relic was carrying it off
in triumph to his office when he hap
pened to pass a workman nailing a
carpet with what is known as an up
holsterer’s hammen This, on inspec
tion turned out to be an exact rep
lica of the Roman instrument, ex
cept that it was very slightly smaller.
The bevel on the inside of the claws
of the nail wrench was the same. The
same number of rivets was used to
attach the head to the wooden handle,
and these rivets were fixed In exactly
the same positions. As ‘‘Q. W.," writ
ing of the.^Incident In one of the
papers, remarked: “So with all our
vaunted progress, there seem to be
some things which, having once been
designed to meet a special need, can
not be Improved upon so long as the
need remains the same.”

Days of Life Should
Not Be All Routine
Life consists of days, .not years.
Days are all,that we’re sure of. Too
many of us drift along and forget the
approach of that final event called
Death. Time Is everlasting, but you
and I have only a tiny bit of it, Her
bert N. Casson writes, in Forbes Mag
azine. What we would do, we must
do quickly. Time is the stuff that Life
is made of. There Is nothing in the
world so precious and so scarce as
time. We have no days to waste. We
need every one of them to build our
lives with. No one, ever, has too many
days when he comes to the end of his
life. That is why we should not allow
a day to be all routine. That is why
we should always put to a good use the
two or three hours before bedtime.
That is why we should end every day
with a little friendship, or music, or
study, or fun, or family sentiment.
Never a day without a laugh, except
when sorrow comes. Never a day with
out a book. Never a day without a
friend. That is the way to be sure,
every evening, that you have come to
the end of a perfect day.

---------------0---------------

E L E C T IO N F R A U D S P R O T E C T E D ?
A t least one Philadelphia Judge insists upon complying with
fine spun legal technicalities in refusing to issue orders to open
boxes for the purpose of recounting the votes cast in a number of
precincts at the recent primary election. Gang politicians have
been insistently interposing objections to any recounting of votes.
If all the votes cast for Judge Renshaw were not counted, the inci
dent will have to be regarded as one of the misfortunes of life that
have come his way. If those most interested, directly and indi
rectly, in the commission of election crimes in Philadelphia are
sure that all the votes were counted at the primary election, they
should be the first ones to clamor for a recount, at least in a num
ber of precincts. The latest information is just one of the ballot
boxes will be unsealed and the ballots therein recounted. This
much is a wonderful concession on the part of the judiciary and of
those who would conceal rather than reveal political crookedness.
Quite a concession, but not sufficient to sanctify the election crooks
of Philadelphia. __

British Bird Sanctudries
Fame Islands, off the Northumbrian
(England) coast, have been handed
over to the national trust for preser
vation as a bird sanctuary. The is
lands number 15, and have an area of
BO acres. The regular breeding pop
ulation Includes gulls of three spe
cies, terns Of four, auks of three,
cormorants of two, waders of two,
and one species of duck. The islands
form one of the most southerly sta
tions in the breeding range of the
elder duck. The most Interesting
species, perhaps, is that of the ro
seate tern, now found only in a few
British localities. As a breeding place
for sea fowl the Fame islands have
no equal around the British coasts,
and even the great bird stations
among the Scottish isles lack one or
two of the species represented here.

FAMOUS FORTS
IN U. S. HISTORY
By ELMO SCOTT WATSON
Romantic Belle Point and
Prosaic Smith

Britain’s Constitution

T A X -E X E M P T S E C U R IT IE S A F F E C T BU SIN ESS.
Total amount of wholly tax-exempt securities in the hands of
the public on July 1, 1925, was approximately 242 per cent greater
than on Dec. i i , 1912, according to figures of the National Indus
trial Conference Board. The significance of this enormous increase
in tax-free securities upon the commercial and industrial life of the
nation becomes apparent, the conference board points out, when it
is realized that an industrial or railroad bond would have to sell on
an 8.33 per cent basis to compete with a
per cent state or
municipal bond in the case of a prospective investor with a net in
come exceeding $500,000. In other words, the person of large
means gains by not putting his money to work in industry. Taxfree securities indicate injustice and inequality on the part of the
power that imposes taxes.”
-OF rom Boston Transcript: She (romantic)—-“ I think the poets

are right, George. It is-only in the great open spaces that we find
ourselves.” He (matter of fact)— “ Well, we’re 20 miles from any
where, the sun’s gping down and I’ve lost the map, so now’s your
chance.”
F rom Washington S ta r : “ What makes those two women turn

np their noses at each other so superciliously?” “ Possibly,” replied
Miss Cayenne, “ each got a glimpse of the current novel the other
was reading.”

Sand Feet for Clowns
Stilts usually employed by circus
clowns to give them gigantic stature
during their antics in the rings have
feet of sand to aid the performer in
walking and to maintain his balance.
The poles are of stout hickory flat
tened and widened at the tops to fit
the wearer’s thighs, and fitted with
straps to hold them in position.
Toward the bottom the props are
rounded and tapered, ending in soft
shoes filled with coarse sand which
are fastened on the sticks so that the
heels support the points. Wide trouiers or other apparel cover the stilts
for their full length, and the clowns
appear to walk on their heels.—Pop
ular Mechanics Magazine.

Rough Stuff
He met and wooed her. She was
coldly indifferent. He showered cost
ly gifts on her. She encouraged him.
He married her. She was bored.
He laid himself at her feet. She
trampled on him.
He was faithful and loyal. She
flirted.
He lost his temper. She liked him,
He knocked her down. She adored
him, and they lived happily ever af
ter.—M. S., in London Mall.

Mixed
Wife (paying unexpected call at the
officej-^Yoii told me, John Henry, that
your new typist was an old maid.
John Henry (flustered) — That’s
right, dear, she’s away ill today and
sent her granddaughter instead.

Lotteries Have Firm
Hold on All Italians
The national sport of Italy is the
lottery. It is the popular sport of all
classes. There are many kinds of lot
teries, but the one which seems to hold
the popular favor is the weekly one.
The charm of this weekly lottery lies
in the fact that the buyer of a ticket
can play a hunch. Since all Italians
are superstitious, It is only natural
that each has a particular “hunch” on
the winning numbers in the lottery.
The eight largest cities in the king
dom are listed and after each city five
numbers appear. Should anyone have
an Idea that Naples would draw 4, 18,
87, 34, 52, it is simplicity itself to back
your hunch. You simply walk into an
agency and write your own ticket. The
numbers do not have to be arranged
in the same sequence as drawn. For
example, in the case above cited if
the purchaser had selected the num
bers in inverse order, or In any other
order he would still win the maximum
purse.—Detroit News.

Electric Lamps
BEAUTIFY

P f

Served Daily to Patrons in Trappe,
Collegeville and Vicinity.

It was one of the early French ex
J. ARTHUR NELSON
plorers of Arkansas who gave to this
RQYERSFORD, PA.
lovely spot on the Arkansas river the
romantic name of Belle Point and Phone 296-m
9-31-tf
there many years later was built a
fort to which was attached the very
prosaic name of Smith. The site for
the post-was chosen by Maj. Stephen
Long, the explorer, in November, 1817,
and when the first little stockade was
erected later it was named for Brig.
Gen. Thomas A. Smith of Virginia, a
veteran of the War of 1812.
OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY
The first commandant at Fort Smith
was Maj. William Bradford of Com
pany A of the Rifle regiment, com INCORPORATED MAY 13, 1871
posed of men who had fought with
OVER 50 YEARS IN BUSINESS
“Old Hickory” Jackson at the battle
of New Orleans. Bradford was suc
ceeded in 1822 by Col. Matthew Arbuokle, founder of Fort Gibson, Okla. Insures Against Fire and Storm
In 1838 the government decided to
Both on the Cash and
erect substantial fortifications at the
place and plans for it were drawn by
Assessable Plan
Vaubanne, the famous French fortifi
cation expert. Temporary quarters
were erected by Capt. W. G. Belknap Insurance in Force $21,200,000
whtch were occupied by the troops
Losses paid to date, $720,000
until four years later when the new
buildings were completed.
The commandant from 1841 to 1845 OFFICE: COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
was Col. Zachary Taylor and Fort
Smith is one' of the several forts B. W. DAMBLY, President, Skippack.
which claim to be the site of the A. D. FETTEROLF, Secretary.
elopement of his daughter, Sarah
Knox Taylor, with Lieut. Jefferson
Davis, although history has not yet
decided just what were the facts con
nected with that romantic affair.
As the* Importance of Fort Smith
Increased the government selected the
site for a new fort and purchased 300
acres for the reservation. Within this
new fort several two-story buildings
were erected but subsequently all ex
cept one were destroyed by fire. This
one has particular interest because it
was used as a United States district
court and its basement as a jail for
prisoners. Here the famous Judge
L C. Parker, in the turbulent days of
Indian territory in the ’70’s and ’80’s,
Do you wish for water hot? 1
sentenced hundreds of squaw men and
territorial outlaws to death until the
What we know is worth a lot.
name of Fort Smith and Judge Park
—from the proverbs of Mr. Quiak
er became synonymous for pfobably
the speediest and most summary jus
WE can tell you just what
tice ever meted out in the history of
kind of a hot water sys
this country.
Almost from the beginning of Fort
tem you need in your home
Smith a settlement was growing up
and install it at a reasonable
within-the shadows of its walls and
the town of Fort Smith was incorpor
figure.
ated away back in 1842. The govern
ment reservation and fort were given
to the city of Fort Smith in 1884 and
are now a public park.

The constitution of Great Britain,
many of whose principles form the
foundations of about every free con
stitution In the world, is an accumula
tion of statutes, customs and decisions.
The Magna Oharta, granted in 1215
by King John, may be regarded as a
starting point. Other salient features
are the petition of rights and the dec
laration of rights, the habeas corpus
act, the aet of settlement, the fran
chise laws and the practices, and cus
toms respecting the responsibility of
government. The sovereign would ac
SO M E TH IN G T O T H IN K ABO U T.
cept or decline gifts of small value or
A t the recent League of Nations Assembly service in Geneva of no political significance, according
to his own wish or judgment, but a
Dr. Harry Emerson Fosdick preached a sermon against war, in gift of'very considerable value would
not be accepted without the advice
which he said :
and consent of the ministry.

“ See how modern war protects the weak : *
*
*
*
*
“ 10,000,060 known dead soldiers; 3,000,000 pre
sumed dead soldiers; 13,000,000 dead civilians; 20,000,000
wounded ; 3,000,000 prisoners; 9,000,000 war orphans; 5,000,000
war widows; 10,000,000 refugees. Violence defeats itself. It is
no way to achieve family life or education or religion or stable
government. Those who rely on it as their mainstay and effective
instrument are sure to miss what they are seeking to achieve.
Always progress has consisted in carrying over human life from
violence to co-operation.”
“ Carrying over human life from violence to co-operation” ! A
whole sermon of genuine righteousness and justice in one sentence!
And what has the United States Government achieved, since the
world war, toward the maintenance of the peace of the world ?
Practically, nothing. There has been a great deal jeering at the
League of Nations. What has it done since the awful sacrifice of
a great number of young American lives, and the permanent
crippling of a great number of American boys, toward preventing
another appalling reign of murder— toward making secure Amer.
ican lives of the future, as a recompense for the appalling sacrifice
of human life? Practically, nothing ! Are the people of the United
States more concerned respecting the patriotism of pretensions, and
of boastings, political prejudices and national glory (?) than they
are concerned about helping, actually helping, to preserve the
peace of the world— yea ! about preventing the ruthless, appalling
destruction of American lives, in years to come ? Are they ?

Rich in butter fat, direct from a
new plant equipped with" up-todate machinery recommended by
the State Board of Health.
Quality and service guaranteed.

Worth

cent

it costs and more.

PERKIOMEH VALLEY MUTUAL
FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
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every

The beatutiful Lamps that we are now showing are ad=

^ GRADERS
( HOME MADE
\ BREAD |

mired by everyone, Boudoir, Bed, Floor, Junior or Bridge
Lamps all fill a need in every home. We have Jhem in every

p fS a K H !»

shade of Color or Color Combinations and in Designs that
are more than Beautiful.

COLLEGEVIILE BAKERY
P H O N E - 6 ‘1 ’, B Z

FOR SALE: A Full Line of
Reliable

Blankets, Quilts and Spreads

Agricultural Implements
Every implement guaranteed. Our
motto is: SERVICE. -Give us a call.

WILL BE NEEDED
SOON

HERBERT HOYER
Trappe*
Pa.
Phone 29-R-12 Collegevile.
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Introduction of Straw Hats
The recent heat introduces the sub
ject of straw hats and straw-hat
stories. In 1796 a chancellor of the
exchequer imposed a duty on hats.
All headgear made of “felt or wool
or beaver or any leather or japanned
hats,” came within the scope of the
tax. But an Edinburgh merchant,
astute enough to observe that straw
was not Included in the legal enumer
ation of materials used, introduced
straw hats to Scotland for the first
time, early in. the summer of 1798.
Unfortunately for the enterprising hat
ter, an amendment to the act, within
a few weeks, rendered the popular
tax-evading novelty liable to payment.
The act, which remained in force until
1811, allowed exemption to nightcaps.

m1
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REASONABLE PRICES

49 «>

Medical research may soon he
weeping for more diseases to conquer.

A t $1.50 PER BUSHEL
IN FIVE BUSHEL, OR MORE, LOTS

59

98 *

YEAGLEand POLEY

$4.70

63c

12 »

Flour

bag

Main Street and Fifth Avenue
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

1

98 m bag $5,00

Campbell’s

Large Meaty
Santa Clara
PRUNES
2 ft 25c

Flake White
Vegetable

THE SENSATION

^

California Raisins . . . . . . . .
10c
Cfisco S h o rten in g .............n> can 25c
Snowdrift Shortening . . . .
can 23c
Pure Vanilla Extract . . bot-16c,'30c
ASCO B u tterin e............... ........ a 25c
New Orleans Molasses . . . . can 12c
ASCO Evaporated M ilkr.........can 10c
ASCO Baking Powder can 5c, 10c, 20c
ASCO Ground Cinnamon . . . . can 7c
Flamingo Icing Sugar . . . . Pks 9c
Baking S o d a ....................Pk& 5c, 9c
Pulverized S u g a r ........... 3 Pkss 25c

Tomato

Cooking Fat

OF THE SEASON

» 19c
Encased in as fine a heavy 5 ply solid,
genuine mahogany cabinet as ever
graced any radio set.

Absolutely pure. Made from Vegetable Oils. Use is the same as
lard for Frying, Cooking and Baking,

Reg. 12 c
Stringless

Beans

Young and tender.

Reg.
10c

mn

cans

25c

Tomatoes

3 cm 25c

GEO- F. C LA M ER

An unusually low price for tomatoes of this quality.

White Distilled
or Apple Cider

Vinegar 2 bL„ 2 5 c g

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Authorized Freshman Dealer

The best vinegar for all purposes.

ASCO Blend has a full, heavy body, thus
insuring economy, because it makes more
cups to the pound.
______________

Quality
Ingredients!
Bread

Tender Peas

Supreme

2 fts 15c

2 cans 20 c

Big Wrapped Loaf

10c

Fresh Pack ASCO

Buckwheat or
Pancake Flour

10c
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Best Soup Beans

Victor

Noted for its Light, Fluffy cakes

Bread

ASCO Table Syrup can 11c

Pan Loaf 7c

In the Stores Where Quality Counts You Always
Receive the Most of the Best for the Least
These Prices Effective in Our Collegeville Store

*60 .

Every part embodied is newly constructed resulting in greater
efficiency and finer tone quality. Our new straight line wave length,
low loss condenser and vernier device permits the reception of sta
tions over a wave length from 190 to 550 meters.

With that “Fresh from the Vine” flavor.

ASCO Coffee » 42c

. Supply About Exhausted

Extra Fine Lehi^b County Potatoes

!

HOME-BAKING NEEDS

Spectacles that give daylight to the C l A 5 C ( J
wearer, so that he will not have to go to the light to match goods, have been
invented by a Viennese.

Gift Sent to Get Gift

sE i^iiE isrca-

|C

49 lb bag $2.50 ■

Sargasso Sea’s Area

i t a Chinaman expects a present and
it does not come, he sends one of
lesser value as a reminder.

C o l l e g e v i l l e ’s

12 lb bag

$2.36

Gold Medal
Kieresota

Fool Is Fool Always

Perfectly

Norristown, Pa.

bag
bag
The highest grade family flour milled. A splendid flour for all
kinds of Home baking.

To prepare mucilage take the de
sired quantity of gum arable and add
sufficient water to dissolve the euro.

"I suppose it is natural,” writes a
waggish correspondent, "that the old
maids like to attend the ‘Pop’ con
certs.”

Bell ’Phone

‘T lik e that young fellow you were
with the other night, so I asked him
to dinner this evening,” said the hard
ware merchant to his daughter. “I
told him to drop around in his busi
ness clothes.” “Oh, father!” said the'
girl, “he’s a swimming instructor.”—
Good Hardware.

Flour

Making Mucilage

The largest body of water in the
world having no outlet in the ocean
Is the Caspian sea, it being 180,000
square miles in extent.

HENRY C. WARNER EST.

R . C . S tn rg e s

Family

3 cans 2 5 c

Caspian Sea Largest

W A R N E R ’S

YOURS TO SER V E

(Bolb Seal

SOUP

New Idea in Spectacles

“ THE BETTE! PUCE T6 SHOP ”

Deep Cut in Price of Flour

But How Long It TakesI

Sargasso Sea, the name given to an
immense mass of seaweed floating in
the Atlantic north of the Leeward
Islands, covers an area larger than
that of Europe.

Is always filled with well as
sorted stock in every
department
Everything kept in a general
store always on hand.
Our aim is to meet the WANTS
OF PATRONS both in assort
ment and quality.

You Can't Afford
to Miss Any of These Bargains

Weigh every small expense and
nothing waste, farthings long saved
amount to pounds at last.—Benjamin
Franklin.

<To make a man feel at home argue
with him.—Columbia, S. C., Record.

most pleasing Variety and at Prices to Please you.

TRAPPE, <PA.

Auto Delivery

You will find in our Store a

FIVE HUNDRED DUSHELS

Cycles Climb Mountains

Comforts of Home

Need of Blankets or Quilts.

is

Because of the many mountainous
roads in Switzerland motor cyclists use
the most expensive high-powered ma
chines made in America.

A fool will be a fool with the best
book, yea, or without book.—John
Milton,

STURGES’ STORE

B u s i e s t Store

Beat Everything in Sight
Here is a good one about a little
lad who was given his first watch the
other day as a gift on his ninth birth
day. His aunt tells the story.
"Although he seemed pleased,” she
said, “when he first opened the box
his enthusiasm was quite restrained.But he dashed into the house on his
return from school that day, and ex
claimed jubilantly.
“ ‘My, but I’ve got a dandy watch!’
" ‘I’m glad you like it,’ said his
mother, duly pleased at his pleasure.
“ ‘Yes,’ he said, ‘It’s half an hour
ahead of Jim’s watch, and it’s a whole
hour ahead of the clock in the drug
store! Gee, It beats them all!’ ”—St.
Paul Dispatch.
_____

These chilly cool nights make everyone think of the

TO MAKE YOUR BOOK MORE |
ENJOYABLE

H You should be able to see the
H type easily and without strain,
B
and follow through' page after
S page without effort,
jj
A slight change in your glasses
Ej may make a remarkable differB ence in your reading.
B
It will cost you nothing to find
B out. We will gladly make the
B necessary examination and guar§j antee you satisfaction.
■
No drops used.
|

K. R. STONE, Optometrist,
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With W. L. Stone,

M oving
P a ck in g

BY PAD D ED MOTOR VANS
To all parts of the country. We
move anything, any place, any
time, and guarantee safe delivery.
Have our estimater call and give
you our price. We know how.
JOHN JONES & SONS.
Hauling Contractors,
Spring City, Pa.
Bell ’phone 180-M.
HAULING done by auto truck.
Good service. Charges reasonable.

|§ 210 High Street, Pottstdwn, Pa. S
Bell ’Phone 321-w

iliUiliiiiiiilitiiiiuuitiiiiiutiiiiiiuiiliHiiniiJiiiiiiiuuHiiituiniHitiilUil

S torage

JOSEPH LIVERGOOD
12-30-tf

Collegeville, Pa.

L.

FAUST

THE
GRATITUDE OF
MRS. HATCH

YERKES, PA.
BUTCHER AND DEALER IN

Fresh and Smoked Meats
Pork in Season
Visits CoIIegeville, Trappe and vi It Kept the Northwest Under
cinity every Wednesday and Satur
Our Flag
day.
Evansburg, Tuesdays and
One February day In 1779 the Brit
Fridays.
ish flag was hauled down from above
Fort Sackville on the Wabash river
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ h i In Indiana. George Rogers Clark had
won the old Northwest for the United
States. One August day in 1813, an
COAL FOR ALL PURPOSES
army advancing under the English
banner against Fort Stephenson on
And COAL that is GOOD, is the
the Sandusky river in Ohio reeled back
.ONLY KIND we have to offer.
TRAPPE, PA.
in defeat before the withering fire
When you use our coal it will not be
of its garrison of Kentucky riflemen.
George Croghan, a nephew of George
found necessary to piles on shovelful
UNDERTAKER & EMBALMER Rogers Clark, had saved the old North
after shovelful, or continually rake out
west for the United States.
ashes. It is clean, free from slate,
Fort Stephenson barely deserves the
No effort spared to meet the
name of fort at all. It was only a
burns slowly, and give intense heat.
fullest expectations of those ■ stockade built at the head of navi
Can you expect anything better ? Let
gation on the Sandusky river, but It
who engage my services.
us know your wants and we will quote
■ was important because It commanded
the approach to two important bases
you a price that will tempt you; etc.
Trains met at all stations.
of supplies for Harrison’s army Id the
War of 1812.
Prompt attention to calls by
When General Proctor with 600
British regulars, accompanied by 3,000
telephone
or
telegraph.
COAL, LUMBER, FEED
Indians under Tecumseh, appeared In
northern Ohio, Gen. William Henry
CoIIegeville, Pa.
Harrison ordered Capt. George Crog
han to evacuate this post. But Crog
o
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han believed that with his force of
*
*
160 men he could hold It against Proc
FOR
LATEST
DESIGNS
*
THE NEW WATKINS
tor, and his confidence was shared by
si:
*
his six youthful subalterns, none of
—AND—
*
DEALER
them more than twenty-one years of
*
age. Harrison reluctantly gave his
LOWEST PRICES
permission for the attempt to be made
*
sic
and Croghan set to work to strengthen
—IN
the old fort as much as posslMe.
SUCCESSOR TO
He had only one piece of artillery,
a little slx-pounder, which the sol
Charles K. Wismer
*
dier affectionately called “Old. Bess,”
*
and when Proctor appeared before the
*
sis W IL L CALI, AS USUAL
fort with a force of 1,200 Indians and
—CALL ON—
regulars and some heavy artillery, a
successful defense seemed hopeless.
Your patronage will be
H. E. B R A N D T
But Croghan refused Proctor’s sum
*
greatly
appreciated
*
mons to surrender and was not even
*
ROYERSFORD
frightened at the Briton’s threat that
he might not be able to control bis
| Residence — 133 E. Duval Street,
Walnut Street and Seventh Ave.
Indians If he had to storm the fort
*
Germantown.
1
After bombarding the fort all night
$1
’Phone—2631, Germantown.
Proctor sent a storming party of 300
•fc
men against the walls and although
Subscribe for The Independent.
Croghan’s men met the attackers with
a deadly rifle Are, -they .came on
bravely. Just as they sprang Into the
ditch surrounding the fort, a masked
porthole was thrown open in one of
the blockhouses and “Old Bess”
poured out a veritable blast of death
upon the British. That proved the de
ciding stroke In the battle. Proctor
retreated precipitately. The American
supply depots were saved, Ohio was
spared the horrors of an invasion by
the Indians and historians generally
agree that the successful defense of
Fort Stephenson saved the Northwest
JV...
F
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W. H. Gristock's Sons

W illiam C. Hildebidle

Cemetery Work
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One on Her, Sure Enough
The first joke on the mother-in-law
was when Noah went Into the ark and
lpft her out.—Boston Transcript.

Point Moral Wesson
“Little Apes of Nikko,” sometimes
known as the “Three Wise Monkeys,”
le the name of monkeys which appear
in a mural decoration among ancient
tpmbs at Nikko, Japan. The three
monkeys are as follows: Mizani,’ whp
gpps no evil; Mikazaru, who hears no
ey|l, and Mazaru, who speaks no evil,
TbP legend connected with these mon
keys Is simply a moral idea to point
out the wisdom of minding one’s own
affairs.
S

Lightning in Forests

^ ®* A ilf. C, I4|yj
, E *KRS,
^fiene 66.r , _ „

When lightning strikes a tree the
qrdlnary result is to splinter the woocj
Or strip off bark through the sbddeq
generation of steam, says Nature
Magazine. In the great majority 0}
cases the tree is not set, on fire. New
ertheless the aggregate number of fon
ept -fires started by lightning Is, 1|
many parts of the country, greatei
than the number due to all otbei
causes combined.

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■•■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■^

rich-quick Wallingfords”
S in all big booms—land booms, mining booms, oil booms—the Florida real estate boom
may be expected to have its “Get-Rich-Quick Wallingfords.” And, just as in all op
erations or this class of men, they will be preying on the widows, orphans and others
who have a little money but no business experience.
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Stories of vast wealth, made in marvelously short time by a few individuals, are broad
casted. These fortunes, made under different conditions than exist today, are used as ex
amples of the profits to be made. • Sometimes they are told by local citizens in all good faith,
who have themselves been led to believe in the possiblities. Generally speaking, however,
there is behind these stories a well-planned bit of press agent work—also a “Get-RichQuick Wallingford” usually a slick individual, elegant, plausible, heartless. Florida land
should be considered in the light of a speculation. It cannot be looked upon as an invest
ment for widows, nor for people generally with a limited capital set asdie for their de
capital set aside for their declining years.
'
•sanaA Suiuip
If real estate is your favorite form of investment, then put your money into Montgomery
County property. There are “Acres of Diamonds” right here. Ask any reputable real
estate broker.
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Before you buy securities, it is wise to consult your banker. Before you buy real estate, con
sult your real estate broker. For, he is a specialist, too. Investigate always before you
invest.

■
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“INVESTIGATE
ALWAYS

E

examination it was repeated* Dy com
men like a well learned lesson. Look
ing and listening, I make up my mind
that this evidence was false,; ergo, the
woman’s was true.
After the arguments of counsel and
the verbal fireworks of the Imported
lawyer, who never made arguments,
but always and everywhere stump—
* —
speeches, the learned judge charged
B y G. B. D UNHAM
us at great length to find the defend
ants guilty if they were guilty, and not
guilty if they were innocent, and we
(© by S h o rt S to ry P u b . Co.)
were locked up.
EN MORRISON, the big bluffer
In the Jury room Judd, of course,
of the sheriff’s office, with his was acquitted on the first ballot. The
understudy, the junior deputy, feeling was strong, but not unanimous,
was sent out into the country, against Morrison. He had a friend or
a matter of fifty miles or so, to make two who were stout in his defense.
an arrest on an Indictment for rust They urged that Morrison might kill
ling cattle. He brought in his man a man on occasion—had done so per
alive, but unconscious, pretty well haps—but never from behind.
bruised, and with a dent in his oc
There was much argument and no
ciput about the size and shape of the agreement until, late in the evening,
butt of the deputy’s revolver.
contrary to every rule of law and In
Now, the sheriff’s office had been contempt of court, some new evidence
down on Its luck all summer, and It was submitted to the Jury. It came in
was of a piece with the rest that the the form of a note to me from my
gfand jury, just then in annual session, friend the doctor, shoved under the
Instead of commending the success of door of the jury room behind the
Morrison, should listen instead to the- bailiff’s back. It read as follows:
prosecuting attorney and to a witness
George:—At noon today Dr. Mars*
whom he hurried in from the back
ton and m yself operated on Job
country, and find a true bill against
Hatch. It w as only one chance In
Benjamin Morrison and William Judd,
a hundred that the man would
“that they did, upon the said 25th day
stand it. but as he could not possi
bly recover without It, we took that
of August, assault with Intent to kill
chance,
and lost. He died within an
one Job Hatch, contrary to the law In
hour. After trepanning he spoke a
such cases made and provided, and
number of words indicating excite
ment. The only connected sentence
against the peace and dignity of the
was: T i l give you a good beating.”
Commonwealth aforesaid.” The sole
I I thought you ought to know.
remaining deputy turned the key upon
WILL.
his associates, and for a time the sher
Those were exactly the words testi
iff’s office was woefully short-handed,
for the chief said, “If the public rather fied as used by Hatch at the alleged
pay my men for keeping the jail full horse race, and the note, thrown into
In that way, it’s all the same to me, the scale of conflicting opinion in the
and less trouble, but I’ll not appoint jury, turned the balance in favor of
Morrison, and he also was acquitted.
another man.”
In another part of the West, years
The incarcerated deputies were in
dignant, but not alarmed. They had, later, I made a long wagon journey
on their return, given a straightfor with Morrison. I came to know his
ward account of the circumstances at brave nature well, aqc| .proved his
tending the injury to Hatch, which worth on many occasions. One night,
statement they repeated without devi under the summer stars, when the
ation at the trial. The sheriff said the campfires burned low, I said tq him
thing wasi a ditty political trick of the without prelude;
“Ben, who kilied Job Hatch f*
county attorney. The attorney said he
After a silence, “His wife,”
was surp of securing a conviction, and
“Are you sure?”
the prosecuting witness, pending the
“I saw It, I went out there to ar
trial, said nothing. There were no
dilatory motions from either side— rest him and he was beating his wife.
In fact both urged a speedy trial— As I rode up she grabbed the gun
and the case came up within ten days from his holster and hit him. It was
after the Indictment. During this in a chance blow, but the woman was
terval the condition of the unfortunate frenzied and It felled him like an ox.
man at the hospital was unchanged. He got about what he deserved and I
He lay unconscious and without told the woman that I’d see her
speech. His wife never left him but through. Of course, any jury would
when she went before th e. jury, and have cleared her on the facts, but she
her name appeared upon the Indict had been a girl well connected and
said she'd rather die than have her peo
ment- as prosecuting witness.
Morrison- and. Judd scarcely recog ple know. So I did what I did.”
“But," I cried, "what was the occanized the gravity of their situation
until they were brought Into court casion for her bad faith? Why did
upon the day of trial. That It was: she try to fasten the deed on you?"
After another pause and the light
to be no perfunctory prosecution was
evidenced by the attendance of an ing of another pipe Ben replied slow
emininet attorney, “imported,” as the ly: "I don’t know. I have tried to
defense phrased it, “te hamstring the follow a good many trails into a wom
an’s -mind, but they are alwqyq hUnd
Jury."
The jury being finally secured by trails. They lead nowhere. My guess
the usual practice of carefully exclud is that she tried to do, me hP because
ing everybody who knew anything I went there to arrest her husband f°r
about the case, I found myself one of a thief. Nd sooner was he gone than
the twelve men duly sworn tp hear the she began tq Idealize him, and she was
prisoners at the baf. Then the visit as fierce against me lq his defense as
ing lawyer with the keen eye and the she had been against him In her own.
soft yplce, whose habit it was to work Thafs m? guess, hut all I absolutely
Jurors as the potter works his clay, know is that she seemed very grate
ful tq me for my promise to Shield her.”
gave us his opening statement
“Gentlemen,” he said. “I should not And two days after I got the worst
be in this case at all hut for a wom Je|f of my life when I was locked up
an’s tears. A great wrong pas been to answer her charges.”
“You must have known before the
done. Yon cannot right it-—no one
can. What you can do, and what we trial came on,” said I, “what the wom
expect you to do, Is to punish the an meant to* testify. Why not then
wrong-doers. We shall prove to you have’given the court the facts? Why
that the officers went to the house of did you stand hy her in spite of her
this poor men, sought g quarrel with self?”
him, beat him unmercifully and . No answer.
I wanted to get from him an avowal
brought him down here to die. We
shall prove this by his wife, who saw that he thought he had done a brave
it, whose presence did h°t deter these and generous thing.
“Supposing you had been convicted
ruffians, whose tears at length pre
vailed on me to prosecute this suit.” on her testimony?" I persisted.
Replying to this opening, tire de
But Morrison -only said quietly,
fense said to the Jury “In a neighbor “Then yOu would he making this jour
ing city a big block, some twelve ney alone,”
stories high, bears the name of the
opposing counsel. It was not built
Satan Leading On?
with woman’s tears. The twenty
The Rev. Mr. Potter, after he had
farms he owns were never bought with
tears. He works for cash only, and retired from the ministry, continued
ip advance, and iff this instance the to attend the First Presbyterian
cash comes from the coffers of a po •church of Greenwood. He was a
litical committee. We shall show that saintly man and one time he, with
the unfortunate men was hurt by an his large family entered the church
accident resulting from his own bad just as the congregation was singing
temper, and to which the defendants ‘Hold the, F o rt”
It was at the verse which goes “See
were not in any manner contributory.”
After the evidence of the attending the mighty host advancing, Satan
surgeon, who declined to swear that leading on” that the entire family, led
the Wow was or was not struck with by the father, came In and was seated.
a revolver, Mrs. Hatch was put on the The situation was so novel that there
stand. Her story was this: Only one were many smiles In the audience,-—In
man came to her house—Morrison. dianapolis News.
He found Hatch at home, and, without- Tested Patrons’ Hospitality
showing his papers or stating his busi
Stepping into a taxicab the other
ness, interfered with the ranchman’s day, says the Paris Intranslgeant, a
treatment of a vicious cow. Hatch fare discovered a package of choco
was unarmed and no physical match late lying on the seat. Without hesi
for Morrison. After some altercation tation he put it In his pocket, paid the
he ran toward the house; Morrison chauffeur, adding a good pourboire,
overtook him and felled him with a and was about to depart when the
blow on the back of the head.
driver called out: “What about my
Upon cross-examination Mrs. Hateh chocolate?”
contradicted herself in some minor - “Your chocolate?” queried the client,
matters and broke down. But she was greatly taken aback. Then the chauf
solid as a rock on the main fact—that feur explained that he was testing the
her husband was struck down by the ^honesty of his fares, and of eleven
officer. Throughout her testimony whom he had carried that morning
Morrison gave the closest attention, only two. had Informed him that a
and, if I could read the expression on package of chocolate was lying on the
his face, it was one of doubt and sur seat. The two honest folk were a ser
prise. He looked not like a man hear geant leaving for Morocco and a mil
ing the faithful account of his own liner’s messenger girl. “Honest peo
misdeed, but as if he were hearing ple are scarce,” said the philosophic
a shocking story for the first time. I chauffeur.
made a mental note In Morrison’s fa
vor, but later, when he himself testi
Can’t All Be Vegetarians
fied, I rubbed it out and went over
There is one very good reason why
to the woman’s side.
The court will always caution Jurors we cannot all be vegetarians, even If
against coming to a conclusion before we would. In the first place there are
the evidence is in. But in this case not enough vegetables in the world to
feed everybody, and in the second
I came to several, all of them errone place there is not enough land on
ous, in the course of the trial.
which to grow vegetables, Meat is con
The testimony of Morrison and Judd centrated vegetable food. Again, we
was as different as possible from that must have leather, wool, feathers,
of Mrs. Hatch. According to their horn, ivory, rfur, kid, hides, hair, etc.,
statement, which the Ingenuity of op and to get these usually means the
posing counsel tried in vain to Break death pf the animals. So, we put our
or shake, they had not reached Hatch’s coverings outside, and their flesh in
house when they met him In the road. side. Vegetarianism is good enough
In a country where every man knows for poets, artists and preachers, but
and values a good horse they had at the strenuous, virile, fighting, aggres
once noticed the fine mount of Hatch, sive man requires meat.—Beauty.
and had engaged him In a conversa
tion which ultlmated in a horse race,
Unexpected Pleasure
with twenty dollars up, between Hatch
One side of the famous Devil’s glon
and Judd.
“I’ll give you a good beating,” shout was open to the public; the other side
ed Hatch, as Morrison started them was kept strictly private by the land
down a strip of level highway. But lord.
An American visitor, ignoring the
his fine-looking horse was just a bit
too fat to go up against Judd’s wiry notice boards, was walking up the pri
broncho, and he was beaten by a short vate side of the glen when he was
length. Seeing whieh, Hatch hit his met by a choleric old gentleman, who
horse upon the head with the quirt, shouted: "What do you mean, sir, by
causing him to rear and fall upon his trespassing on my property?”
rider.
“Great Scott 1” replied the American,
That was the whole story the men “I knew this was the Devil’s glen, but
had to tell—succinct, complete, but not I never expected to , meet the pro
convincing, Over and over, on cross- prietor!"—London Mall.
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PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Z. ANDERS, M. D.

COMPARE THESE

Practicing Physician
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Hours: 7.30 to 10 a. m.; 2 to 2.30 and
6.30 to 8 p. m. Bell telephone No. 79.

PALL SUITS

Practicing Physician

WITH TWO PAIR OF TROUSERS, AT A PRICE YOU’D PAY
FOR ONE, AT

BOTH SCHOOLS—Allopathy and
Homeopathy

■W*- $25, $30, $35 and $40

n B . J . 8 . M IL L E R

COLLEGEVILLE, PA. Office hours, ef
fective May 1, 1924: Sundays and Thurs
days—by appointment only; other days
—1 to 2 and 6.30 to 8 p. m. If possible
leave calls in morning. Bell ’phone 62.
T. KRUSEN, M. D.
C. C., KRU8EN, M. D.
BOYER ARCADE NORRISTOWN. PA.
Hours: 9 to 10, 3 to 3, 7 to 5
Sundays: 1 to 2 only.
Day Phone
Night Phone
Boyer Arcade
Riverview
Bell 1170
Private Hospital
Bell 1417

If sheer compelling value will bring you to us this Fall—
you are half way down High street now!
We are featuring, in Autumn’s newest shades, suits with two
trousers at a price you’ll easily, outside of this store, pay for
a suit with one.
with all our efforts, we don’t feel th at we are going
to do you a favor—we want to1be favored with your clothing
DUSlnGSS'.

Student’s Collegiate Suits with Extra Trousers
at $20.00, $22.50 and $25.00
Here's a Chance for a Man to Get Ahead in More Than

TJR. RUSSEL B. HUNSBERGER

a Mere Hat!

DENTIST
COLLEGEVILL/EJ, PA. Office hours, 8 to
5. Saturday, 8 to 12. -Saturday afternoon
and evenings by appointment. Phone 141.
X-Ray Examinations.
JJB. FRANK BRANDRETH

Dentist
ROYERSFORD, PA. Practical Dentistry
at honest prices.
QR. CLARKSON ADDIS

Common every-day hats you can buy anywhere. If you’ll
notice the first 60 men you meet on the street you’ll know
that 30 of them bought ordinary hats—they were not particular.
*
,
Son® or «p/.uu.
o}>mply trying: t0 ®el1 y°u a hat and take your
We .want to show you how it seems to be looking at yourself
m a hat that is more than a head covering—in a style that
is more than a shape—and in a shade that is more than a
piece of dyeing,
'onl?

Veterinarian
Bell Phone
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$4.85

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

EASILY WORTH A DOLLAR MORE

fHOMAS HALLMAN,.

Attorney-at*Law
616 SWEDE ST., NORRISTOWN, PA.
At my residence, next door to National
Bank, CoIIegeville, every evening.
jyjAYNE B. LQNGSTRETH,

M o s h e im

C lo th in g C o.

207 HIGH STREET

POTTSTOWN, PA.

Attorney=at‘Law
1420 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia,
Rooms 712-713.

Pa.

ROBERT TRUOKSESS

Attorney=at=Law
60 E, Fens Street, Norristown, Pa.; Phone
615; Residence: Fairview Village. Phone
CoIIegeville 144-r-2.
JACOB C. BROWER

Justice of the Peace
PORT PROVIDENCE, PA. Real Estateand Insurance. Conveyancing and Col
lecting.
jyjORVIN W. GODSHALL
COLLEGEVILLE, PA

Insurance — Fire — Automobile
Compensation, Etc.
pRANCIS E. ANDREWS

Teacher of Violin
Main Street
11-9-22
Q '

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

T. HUNSICKER

Tin Rooting and Repairing
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Best paint used in roof painting.
work guaranteed. Bell phone 131

All

ON JANUARY 1, 1925
JOHN H. CASSELBERRY

We shipped our 108,000th Boiler.

Surveyor and Conveyancer

This in itself should merit your
consideration.'

EVANSBURG—COLLEGEVILLE R. D.
Sales clerked and all kinds of personal
property and real estate sold on com
mission.

Installed Now! The

[j C. SHALLCROSS

Contractor and Builder
- GRATERFORD, PA.
All kinds of buildings erected. Cement
work done. Estimates cheerfully furn
ished.

will assure you of congratulating
your good judgment in the years
to come.

p S. KOON8
SCHWENKSVILLE, PA.

Slater and Roofer
And dealer In Slate, Slate Flagging, Gray
Stone, etc. Estimates furnished. - Work
contracted at lowest prices.
H

W. BROWN
COLLEGEVILLE, FA.

General Contracting and Con=
crete Construction
Excavating and rigging. Estimates free.
Q

Freed Heater Company
AMERICAN BOILER & FOUNDRIES CO.
Factory
CoIIegeville, Pa.

Telephone CoIIegeville 59

Factory
Oaks, Pa.

ESTABLISHED 1903
Representative

WALTER J . BURNS

W. BRENDLE

Telephone CoIIegeville 155

Electrical Contractor
Residence: Near Level ,road, Lower
Providence. P. O. Address, R. D. 1, Nor
ristown. Estimates for electHc lighting
furnished.
Material and workmanship
guaranteed.
|jARRY M, PRICE

Painter and Paper-hanger
Clamer Ave., COLLEGEVILLE, PA. Es
timates and samples furnished.
GoodWork. right prices.
£

L. WIEN

Manufacturing Optician
No. 9 North Charlotte street, Pottstown,
Pa. Twenty-four hour service. Broken
lenses duplicated. Frames repaired. 3|5|4t
jy p s . L. S. SCHATZ
CoIIegeville, Pa.
Hemstitching
Buttons Covered
All Kinds of Dress Goods
Bell Phone CoIIegeville '34-r-3

W h y P a y More
For a Fine Coach?

HARRY J. MOSER, JR.

Painting and Interior Decorating
SCHWENKSVILLE, Pa. Estimates furn
ished free. Work guaranteed 7|30|2511yr

Chassis Design

JhsEconomicalTransportation

typical o f the highest priced cars

Duco Finish
luster and color last fo r years

Economical Motor
famous fo r its power

T h e W o rld ’s
Lowest Priced
F i s h e r B od y
Coach—

Long Semi-elliptic Springs
wonderful comfort in riding
More Headaches are relieved with
glasses than with medicine. This is
a very simple remedy but effective.
Come and see us.

. A. B. PARKER & BRO.
Optometrists
210 Dekalb St., NORRISTOWN, Pa.

Little Walter—“Did our new, baby
come right down from Heaven, mam
m a?” Mother — “Yes, dear, right
straight down.” Walter—“I guess he
must have lit on his feet and th at’s
what makes him so bowlegged.”—

Boston Transcript,

A remarkable example o f quality
at low cost. This Chevrolet coacn
offers you fine car features with
a complete list of appointments
—the greatest coach value in the
world today. But you cannot fully
appreciate how fine a car this is
until you ride in it. Call at our
showroom today.

f, o. b. Flint, Mich*

Roadster * $525
Touring • 525
Coupe
715
Sedan - - 825
Commercial
Chassis « 425
Express Truck
Chassis - 550
All prices f. o. b. Flint,
Michigan

S . B. T Y S O N
TRAPPE, PA.

Phone 33=r=2

|

OAKS

NEWS FROM TRAPPE

URSINUS LOSES TO PENN

OVER 100,000 FRUIT TREES IN

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

COUNTY

Next Monday evening, October 5
the Oaks Improvement Association the Norristown Conference at Trinity
will hold their regular monthly Lutheran church, Norristown, Wed
meeting in the Oaks Fire Hall at 8 nesday.
o’clock.
St. Luke’s Reformed Church
Next Sunday, October 4, the Green
The Holy Communion service last
Tree Brethren Church will have their Sunday was well attended. 200 of
Rally Sunday. A special program is the members participated in the
being prepared and the pastor Rev. Lord’s Supper. Favorite hymns se
Replogle desires all members and lected and sung by the members of
friends to be present.
the congregation was a feature of the
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. H. Rupert, Egypt Sunday evening service.
The Rally Day sevrice of the Sun
read, entertained over the week end:
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Moll and Mr. day School will be held next Sunday
Nick Ingall, of Raven Run, Pa., Mrs. morning. The rally will begin at 9
E. E. Russell of .Media and Mrs. Kath o’clock, when a record breaking at
erine Worrell, Albany, Oregon, who tendance is expected. The program
has passed her 81st birthday. Mrs. will be rendered at 10 o’clock, which
Worrell is remarkable for her age. will consist'of songs, exercjses by the
She has recently crossed the conti children and addresses. Mr. B. F.
nent alone and is at the present time Geise, secretary of the Young Men’s
Christian Association will deliver an
traveling extensively.
On Sunday Mr. Horace Boyer and inspiring address. Everybody wel
sister Miss Kathryn Boyer entertain come.
The quarterly meeting of the Wo
ed Mr. Harry Hartshore, Sr., and Mr. men’s Missionary Society will be held
Mr. Marry Hartshore, Jr., and fam-,
next Sunday evening. Miss Carrie
ily, of Diamond Rock, and Mr. David Kerschner, a secretary of the Wo
Isett, of Royersford.
men’s Missionary Society of the Re
* Mr. Neville Cook and family, of formed Church, will be the speaker,
Ardmore and Mr. and Mrs. Harry and a solo will be sung by Mrs. Al
Buckwalter, of Trooper, were Sunday vin Butler.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. I. Bechtel.
The quarterly meeting of the Sun
On Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Thomas day School Association will be held
E. Francis and daughter Anna and on Wednesday evening. A number
Mrs. J. U. Francis, - Sr., motored to of matters of importance will be pre
Lebanon and spent the day with Rev. sented, and a new constitution adop
ted.
and Mrs. Jay Francis.
* A special meeting of the congrega
Mrs. Elmer Custer is confined to tion will be held next Monday even
the house suffering with rheumatism. ing to consider the adoption of a new
Rev. and Mrs. John Bomberger and charter and constitution.
The quarterly meeting of the Board
daughter left Tuesday morning for
their home in Washington, D. C. Mrs. of Trustees will be held next Monday
Bomberger and daughter spent sev evening.
The Adult Bible Class social will be
eral months with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. J. IK Gottwals.' Rev. Bomberger held on Tuesday evening, October 6,
spent the month of September here instead of next Thursday evening.
Mrs. Jesse Royer Greaves will pro
also.
vide the literary entertainment.
Miss Amy Ashenfelter and Mrs.
Bertram Ashenfelter motored to Me
THIS COUNTY FIFTH IN FIRE
dia on Sunday and were the guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Richard I. Griffith.
LOSSES
Mias May Mac Farlan, of Norris
In the number of bams destroyed
town, spent Sunday with her friend, by fire in the past two years Mont
Miss Esther Crosscup.
gomery county ranks fifth in the
The folowing were delightfully en state. Lancaster farmers were the
tertained at the home of Mr. C. I. greatest sufferers in this respect, los
Walker, Brower avenue, on Suhday: ing 96 bams in that period. The barn
Messrs. Horace F. Walker and Fred losses in Montgomery county totalled
Houden, Misses Irene Luechels and 65. Other leading counties registered
Marie Eckhardt, Mr. and Mrs. James these losses: Chester, 91; Bucks, 75;
Skelton and son James, Jr., Mr. and York, 68; Berks, 53.
Figures assembled by Major Wil
Mrs. Harold Crowe and daughter BetWalker and son Jack, Mrs. Carrie helm of the state bureau of fire pro
Walker, daughter Anna and son,Ern tection show Lancaster county lost 57
barns by fire in 1923 and 45 last year.
est, of Phdenixville.
Mr. and M rs. John Bevan and In the same periods Chester lost 50
family, of Royersford spent Sunday •and 41, Montgomery lost 38 in the
with Mias Rena Lambkin and Miss first year and 27 in 1923, while Bucks
lost 41 and 34 respectively. Berks’
Rachael Bevan.
loss was 25 and 28, ahd York 39
Mr. and Mrs. Thornton Buzzard en and 28. Schuylkill was one of the
tertained Mrs. Howard Buzzard, of counties where the loss rose, going
Conshohocken, Miss Frankie Ander from 13 to 15.
son and Mr. Wm. Hartman, of Phila , Major Wilhelm says while the num
delphia, Sunday.
ber of barns burned fell from 776 in
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Rapp and son 1923 to 546 last year or “over one for
Leon motored to South Hermitage, every time the sun sets, we are not
Lancaster county, on Sunday and making the progress possible in meet
ing such fires.” He calculates “the
spent the day with friends.
average daily loss from bam fires in
Miss Mary Super and Misses Mary the state has 'been around $6000 a
and Evelyn Beck spent the week end day and says with careful investiga
at Pleasantville, N, J.
tion of incendiary fires, just more
Mr. Francis Litka and Alfred Rus-* than the -usual care in farmhouse
sel went with the excursion to Luray keeping and elimination of spontan
eous combustion in mows by heat
Caverns, Va., Sunday.
measurement of crops we will be able
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Weaver motor to reduce this number of fires to at
ed to Harrisburg Friday and spent a least one a day.”
few days with Mrf and Mrs. Charles
HameL
IT’S BEEN A WARM YEAR
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Ashenfelter
entertained on Sunday Mr. and Mrs.
For the past eight months of the
Sam Wertz and children, of Leesport, year in most parts of the country the
and Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Finkbiner, of temperature has tended to be above
Philadelphia.
normal, and temperatures for Septem
On Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Wm. H. ber show the same general tendency
Levis entertained Mr. and Mrs. Mike so far, though records are not yet
Cunnane, of Philadelphia, and Mr. completed. During February, March,
and Mrs. Elisha Hedricks, Mont and April it was warmer than usual
over the entire country, from coast
Clare.
to coast, and from Mexico to Canada.
Miss Mary Ewing, of Philadelphia, That is to say, in practically every
is spending a few days with Mr. and section, temperatures ranged several
Mrs. Christian Weaver.
degrees higher than the average for
Miss Fanny Campbell, Conshohock that section during that month. One
en, returned to her home after a short frequently finds that when it is cold
visit to her brother and sister-in-law, in the States east of the Rockies it is
warm in the western group and vice
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin H. Campbell.
Mr. William Willauer moved his versa, but this year general and in
some regions unusual warmth has
house-hold goods from the Norris been universal for long periods.
Dettra house, Brower avenue, to- Chas.
The Weather Bureau of the United
Brower’s house, Montgomery avenue, States Department of Agriculture
last week.
does not believe that the world is
Mr. Allen Bowden had the misfort therefore getting warmer, nor does
une to break a bone in his foot when it offer any explanation for the warm
one of the J. C. Dettra Mfg. Co’s conditions that have prevailed, but
trucks passed over his foot in trying it givds interesting facts in connec
to start the truck, after being re tion with, these above-normal temp
paired at Hill Top garage, where Mr. eratures.
Bowden is employed.
In Georgia and other southeastern
On Thursday Mr. and Mrs:. Isaac States there has been a general
G. Price were delightfully entertain drought all summer, resulting in
ed by the office force of the Baker widespread crop loss. From 4 to
Flick Mfg. Co, of Camden,'at dinner 19 inches deficiency in rainfall is
at Green’s Hotel in Philadelphia in shown during the first eight months
honor of their 24th wedding anniver of the year over a large portion of
sary. In the evening a theatre party the South and Southeast. In the vi
was enjoyed at the Walnut. Four cinity of Washington, D. C., the de
ficiency in precipitation has been 11
teen guests were present.
inches. The very high temperatures
Mr. and Mrs. Christian Weaver, of which have prevailed throughout the
this place, and Miss Mary Ewing, of Central and Southern States during
Germantown, motored to Glen Mills, the last few weeks have greatly
Sunday, and spent the day with Mr. augmented the ill effects of the rain
and Mrs. Harry Miller.
fall shortage.
MEETING OF SCOUT LEADERS
Boy Scout officials from all sections
)Of the county were present at the an
nual scoutmaster’s pow-wow held at
Camp Delmont, near Sumneytown,
over the week-end. About 150 Scout
officials from Delaware and Montgom
ery counties attended.
Dan Beard, who is known to every
Scout as Chief Scout executive of the
movement in the United States, was
present.. At a campfire council held
Saturday night, Beard told of his own
camp in New England states, and also
of his experiences in hunting caribou
in Maine.
Most of the time was devoted to
intensive instruction in the various
branches of scouting. The entire pro
gram was under the direction of Dr.
Laurence, of Cornell University, who
instructed the scoutmasters in nature
study, and some of the games which
are carried on as a part of'the Scout
movement.
Doctor Palmer was assisted by
Edward A. Carlson, chief scout ex
ecutive of the Delaware and Mont
gomery counties district, and Isaac
Sutton, scout commissioner of this
territory.
“Your’e looking awfully fagged out,
old man. Isn’t it about time you were
taking your summer holidays ? ” “I’ve
just come back from them.”—Toronto
Telegram.

FELINE EXPLORER RESCUED
FROM DEEP WELL
Pottstown, Pa., Sept. 29.—“Chris
topher Columbus,” a Kimberton cat,
so njtmed because of his many wand
erings from home and explorations in
other places, but who always has
come back after days of absence, add
ed another one to his many experi
ences yesterday. He fell 60 feet into
an abandoned well on the French
Creek farm, Chester county, and his
lusty mewing attracted Mrs. Heffner,
who lives nearby, to the scene.
She summoned aid and a rope was
let down the well. “Christopher”
made a brave effort to catch the rope,
but his claws would not hold on. Then
some one conceived the plan of tying
a burlap bag to, the end of the life
line and it was let down again.
The cat fastened its claws into the
loose weave of the cloth ahd Mrs.
Heffner, the heroine of the rescue,
pulled the cat in triumph to the top
of the old wll.
“It must be a great relief to get the
last installment on a car-paid and feel
at last it really is yours,” remarked
the man who never had tried it. “Oh,
I don’t know,” replied the man who
had. By the time the thing is paid for
it takes double what the installments
were to buy the new tires and pay
for the repairs it needs by that time.”

yards and on the next play Leith went
over the chalk mark. “Pop” Kruez
drove the pill between the uprights for
the extra point.
With the ball on the 20 yard line
Millar fell back to punt but the indom
itable Yaukey’s pass soared over the
diminutive quarter’s head. Millar was
right after the ball, recovered it and
raced back to the five yard line elud
ing practically the entire Penn team.
Millar’s punt was then blocked by
Scull, Sieracki scooping up the ball
and going across for six more points.
Kruez added the subsequent pointers.
At the start of the fourth quarter
Penn sent in a flock of fresh men who
unleased an attack on the 45 yard
line which ended with Freeman cross
ing the line from the two yard mark.
It was Odiome, a newcomer in Penn
athletics, who provided the sensation
of the afternoon when he snatched
Millar’s forward from the air and
dashed 65 yards to a touchdown be
hind an impregnable Red and Blue
interference.
Ursinus plays Schuylkill College
who registered a 6-0 victory over Ju
niata last Saturday on Patterson Field
Saturday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock.
Penn (32) Positions Ursinus (0)
Singer .......... left end .......... Evans
Wilson (Capt.) left tackle .. Novario
Butler ...... left guard ........ Schell
Robinson ........ center ........ Yaukey
Snyder __ right guard ---- Clark
Sieracki . .right tackle (Capt.) Hun’er
Thayer . . . . right end .........Henkels
Leith .......... quarterback............ Erb
Douglass .. . .left halfback. .W Moyer
Rogers .. right halfback . . . . Derk
Kruez .......... fullback ........ Diehm
Penn ......................... 5 7 7 12—32
Ursinus ........... ......... 0 0 0 0— 0
Touchdowns — Kruez, Leith, Sier
acki, Odiome, Freeman. Tries from
point—Kruez (placement), 2. Subs,
Ursinus — Dougherty for Novario,
Smith for Moyer, Millar for Derk,
Jones for Erb, Smith for Diehm,
Faust for Yaukey.
AVIATION QUESTION TO BE
HOT A. L. CONVENTION ISSUE
Indianapolis, Ind., September 30—
Far-reaching action bearing on the
present controversy as to the govern
ment’s aviation policy is expected to
be taken at the national convention
of The American Legion at Omaha
from October 5 to 9, according to in
formation received at national head
quarters here.
The crash of the dirigible Shenan
doah and the near-tragedy of the
trans-PacifiC -flight are expected to
make the aviation question one of the
livest issues before the' convention.
The question of control of the air
forces of the United States will figure
largely in the deliberations.
Arkansas and Kansas Departments
of the Legion at their conventions re
cently passed resolutions for a unified
air service. The newly elected com
mander of Texas Department has
stated that his department will take
steps to assure a full and public hear
ing to Col. William Mitchell, who has
been sharpest in his criticisms of
what he terms “governmental-incompetency and maladministration.”
Major Reed Landis, of Chicago,
chairman of the Legion’s National
Aviation Committee and second liv
ing American ace, has let it be
known that this committee will pre
sent a supremely important report to
the convention. Its contents, he has
said, will not be divulged until it is
presented.
The Legion chairman testified last
winter before the select committee on
aeronautics in the house of repre
sentatives. He then told congress
that the Legion had “no pet bills to
support.” It is not known what
changes may have been occasioned in
this attitude by the recent disasters.
In his testimony Major Landis in
dicated that the.Legion’s attitude is:
“The Legion emphatically wants
legislation of a basic national charac
ter, looking toward the creation of a
merchant air marine and a proper
military air power. It feels that the
development of the air power of the
United States should be placed in the
hands of air men, men who view their
job with a constructive imagination
rather than conservative retrospec
tion.”
OAK TREES DYING
Harrisburg, Sept. 29.—State for
estry authorities in a bulletin on
forest conditions made public today
announced that many fine oak trees
in Southeastern Pennsylvania coun
ties are dying from ravages of a
scale known as the golden oak or pit
making oak scale. Trees in the Val
ley Forge district and in sections
nearer Philadelphia are reported ser
iously affected. • The pest may be as
troublesome in some sections as was.
the chestnut tree blight of a decade or
so ago.
“The chestnut, white and English
oaks show the heaviest mortality, but
evidences of serious damage have also
been observed tm the red and swamp
oaks. A careful examination showed
they are attacked by the golden oak
scale,” says a report made on the sit
uation. The report on the Valley
Forge district shows many of the
chestnut oaks in that section are dying.
_____________
The Ananias Club: “No,” said the
farmer, “I don’t mind motor parties
picnicking on my place, for they al
ways are scf careful about cleaning up
before they leave.”—Cincinnati En
quirer.
Science has discovered th at 92 per
cent, of children are liars. Now is
the time for something to be done to
prevent science from finding the per
centage among grow-ups.—New Or
leans States.
Business makes monsters of us all.
For instance, the marrying justices of
Neno, Nev., have taken to inviting
departing brides and grooms to “call
again.”—Buffalo Evening Times.
Philadelphia Market Report
W h e a t............. ... ___$1.34 to $1.41
Corn .............
Oats ....................
Baled h a y ............. ... $20.00 to $24.00
Bran ..................... .. $33.00 to $34.50
Steers ............... .. $10.00 to $11.50
F at cows .............. . . . . $3.00 to $6.50
Hogs ..................... .. $14.25 to $15.75
Calves ................... .. $11.00 to $16.00
Sheep ................... . . . $3.50 to $8.50
Lambs ................. ... $13.00 to $16.00
Live p o u ltry ........
Dressed poultry ..
B u tte r ...................
E g g s .....................

pBTVATE SALE OF

COLLEGEVILLE

OHIO C0WS1

Upper Providence township leads
with 15,819 fruit trees in bearing,
out of a total of 100,428 in the county.
West Pottsgrove is last in the list
with 85 trees.
There are 54,270 non-bearing apple
trees in the county. Upper Providence
leading with 13,505. There are no
apple trees in Springfield township.
There are 73,214 . peach trees of
bearing age. Upper Merion leads with
11,078. Upper Pottsgrove has 64.
Throughout the townships there is
a total of 2629 acres of potatoes.
Horsham leads with 318 acres, while
Upper Pottsgrove devotes only five
acres to potatoes.
Figures of the census on acres of
grain are:
Total number of acres of winter
wheat, 18,698. Upper Hanover leads
with 1552; Whitemarsh, lowest with
18 acres.
Rye, 3849 acres. Lower Salford
leads, 442; Whitemarsh, lowest, 2.
Oats, 12,067 acres. Upper Han
over highest, 945; Cheltenham, low
est, 15.
Corn for silage, 4196 acres. Hor
sham highest, 373; Springfield, West
Pottsgrove and Whitemarsh, low,
with none. Corn for grain acres,
23,745. Upper Hanover, high, 1504;
Whitemarsh, low, 12.
Buckwheat, 361 acres. Franconia,
highest, 64, while there are nine
townships which have no acreage-at
all in buckwheat.
FARM CALENDAR
Prepare for Next Year—While pick
ing fruit the grower should observe
what kinds of insects are bothering
the trees. During the winter plans
and preparations can be made to re
sist their attacks next year.
Prospective Milkers Need Grain —
Cows that are to freshen next month
should have .some grain now. When
the cow freshens she cannot be put
on full feed immediately. Usually it
is four weeks before she can be fed
all the grain she needs, depending
upon the condition of her udder. Dur
ing that time the cow must draw
upon her body reserves. Feeding grain
before freshening builds up the re
serve.
Build Sanitation Systems—Don’t
dig cesspools. Build septic tanks.
Forty-five Keystone counties have a
total of 62 forms th at are being used
by farmers in building sanitation sys
tems. Ask your county agent about
the form in your county.
Burn Potato Stem Borers;—Consid
erable trouble is being experienced
with ptoato stem borers. The only
practical way to take care of them
is by celaning up and burning the
tops as soon as the potatoes are dug.
This will insure a greater amount of
protection as the possibility of infes
tation will be lessened.
House the Flock—Get the poultry
into the laying houses now. If any of
the birds are sick, look for worms.
In nine cases out of ten, say Pennsyl
vania State College poultrymen, that
will be the trouble.
Save the Bulbs—Dahlia bulbs
should be dug and stored in a safe
place as soon as it starts to freeze,
or they will start new, growth at
once. Since this weakens them it
should be avoided. Be sure the main
stauk is securely fastened to each
clump.
»____
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Will be sold at private sale Qn THURS
DAY, OCTOBER 1, 1925, at my stockyard, Perkiomen Bridge, two car-loads of
choice fresh cows and springers, selected
in Ohio by Fred Fisher. The lot includes
fine shapes, heavy weights and big milk
producers. Come and look them over and
make your selections. *
JONAS P. FISHER

NATIONAL BANK
RUNNING THE HOUSE

Is a job th at most women manage
as well as their husbands manage
FOR "SALE—Lot of choice building
stone. Apply to GUY JOHNSON, Trappe, their business. The shrewd woman
Pa.
10|l|2t
even has a bank account to pay her
bills.
FOR SALE—Berks county potatoes; No.
1 quality; $1.35 per bushel, delivered.*
Phone Collegeville, 28-r-4. IRONBRIDGE
We invite your checking account or
MILLS, Rahns, Pa.
10|l|2t
a small savings account in which you.
FOR SALE CHEAP—Three , 12-foot
Can’t Sag Gates in good condition. * JOHN may place a small amount each week
W. ADAMS, corner Ridge pike and Evans- from .your regular expense allowance.
burg Road.

i

a■

9|24|3t

FOR SALE—Evansburg—Thirteen-room
dwelling, 2 porches, complete bath, hot and
cold water, electric light, gas, barn and
1£ acres on Germantown pike. $6000.
GEORGE W. DeHAVEN, 119 Fayette
street, ( Conshohocken, Pa.
9|2,4|4t

COLLEGEVILLE NATIONAL BANK
■
■

This Bank pays 3% interest in its
Savings Department on Certificates of
FOR SALE—Barn, of excellent mater-?
ial, 34 x 44 feet. Also corn crib and poul Deposit, 3V2% if left one year.

try house. For information call on or
address JOS. P. ROBISON, box 2, Col
legeville, Pa.
9|24|4t
FOR SALE—Pure cane molasses; But
termilk, bbls. and half bbls.; Salt: Lump,
agricultural, dairy and fine; Beet Pulp,
Grains, Concentrates, etc.
COLLEGE
VILLE MILLS.
12-4

***************************

l Beauty

* TO BE WELL GROOMED !jj
J your skin and. Hair m ust re- 4j

Suits & Topcoats

.

d.

* ceive reg u lar and scientific jjj
*$*
* treatm ent
^
*

s**

FACIAL AND SCALP
SPECIALIST
For appointments ’phone
Collegeville 117-r-ll

i

IN CLOTHES FROM THIS STORE!
.

i

MRS. M. L. DIETTERICH

WANTED—Washings done at my home.
Housecleaning. Address X, Collegeville,
Pa.
10|l|2t
WANTED—General housework for wo
man with 2i-year-old boy. Address Y,
Independent office.
10|l|lt

YOU GET THE FEEL OF FALL
■

COLLEGEVILLE, PA. *

ROCK ISLAND OYSTERS—Number
one, prime. Family trade supplied. $2.50
per hundred. COMMERCIAL HOTEL,
Collegeville, Pa.
10|l{6t
FOR RENT—A large well-built black
smith shop, of stone construction, 34 by 30
feet, located near the Perkiomen Bridge,
Collegeville, on the John T. Keyser farm.
Blacksmith’s tools can be bought cheap.
Great opportunity for the right man to
do blacksmithing and horseshoeing. Ap
ply to JOHN T. KEYSER, Collegeville,
Pa.
9|3J3t -

Sboppe

FOURTH ATE. & CHESTNUT ST.

*************************S

WANTED—A reliable woman to take
care of boys’ dormitories. Must be a tine
housekeeper. Room, board and good
wages. App'ly, evenings, to MRS. SARAH
E. ERMOLD,‘ Main street, above Eighth
avenue, Collegeville, Pa.
9|24|3t

one of our Pall Suits and Topcoats. Go out in
S LIPtheintobracing
air. You may feel a bit conscious of the
quality of such Clothes, but th at’ll wear off. The quality,
however, won’t. Truly it’s a treat to indulge yourself in
Clothes of such quality, featured in three great value=giving
groups. They’re scaled to your highest anticipation df
good Clothes and marked down to your idea of utmost value.

$25.00

AN EXPLANATION:—Having recently
learned of the prevailing opinion that T
sold my painting and paperhanging busi
ness in Collegeville', I hereby.deny the cor
rectness of that-opinion. I merely sold my
equipment, consisting of ladders, trimmers,
etc. I am again in business, ready to do
the same high-class work, as heretofore.
A. C. RAMBO, Graterford, Pa.
9|17|4t

$30.00

FARMERS TAKE NOTICE—Wanted,
fat hogs. Will pay $20 per hundred
dressed. Phone, Schwehksville, 23. W. G.
ZIEGLER & SONS.
9|10|6t

PATRICK HENRY
NOTICE—In the Orphans’ Court of
Montg. Co., Pa. Estate of Cornelius W.
Stevens, deceased, late of Lower Providence
township, Montgomery county. Notice is
hereby gvien that Elizabeth Stevens, wid
ow of the said decedent, has filed in the
said court her petition claiming $114.51
cash now in her hands as administratrix
and $385.49 to be realized presently from
the sale of reals estate belonging to the
estate, as her widow’s exemption, as pro
vided by Section Twelve of the Fiduciaries
Act of 1917, and that the same may b§ ap
proved by the- Court on Monday, the nine
teenth day of October, 1925, unless ex
ceptions thereto be filed before that time.
RUSSELL J. BROWNBACK, Esq., HEN
RY M. BROWNBACK, Esq., .Attorneys for
Petitioner. „
9124

“Justice is not a mysterious
compound to be administered
by learned men; it is an ele
ment as simple and clear as
air or water and should be as
free.”

POTTSTOWN, PA.

J3ACH service receives our
earnest, faithful attention.
Our professional ability and
courtesy can not be enlarged
or restricted by the financial
consideration.

SEVERAL MORE MODERN HOMES
TO BE STARTED IN

ESTATE OF SALLIEP3. SNYDER, De
ceased. Notice is hereby given that Chas.
JOHN L BECHTEL
C. Snyder, surviving spouse of said deced
ent, has filed in the Orphans Court of
Montgomery County his petition to <have
Funeral Director
set aside to him the sum of Eighteen Hun
dred Dollars, less decedent’s funeral ex
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
penses alnd cost of administration, on ac
count of his Five Thousand Dollars Ex
emption, under Section 2 of Intestate Act
of 1917, and that unless exceptions are
filed thereto on or before October 5th, 19,25,
the same will be finally set aside to him * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
*
as prayed for, SAMUEL D, CONVER, At
f
torney for petitioner.
9|17|3t

WINKLER DRUGS

Anything

Scowling Looks

Everything

TRAPPE

or, if you

HENRY W. MATHIEU

323 Swede street

Collegeville 57-r-8

TRAPPE, PA.

JOHN A. JOHNSON
Phon^ 232

Norristown, Pa.
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THE SA TH ies AHD DOMES Of "B O S C O

^ B E C H T E L 'S S E R V IC E
/ 'LL B E A T

YOU

POM E,

PO/=»

i4s

( Keystone Cigars (
H

can be purchased at

fa

THE BEST PLACE

■
B'
B
B
H
g
’
H
B
H

Gruber’s Bakery,
Collegerllle
Scheuren’s Barber Shop, CoUegeyllle
Muche’s Barber Shop, Collegeville
Kaufholz’s ^Store,
Eaglevllle
Mrs. Pugh’s Store,
Trooper
Wagner’s Store,
Trooper
Duffleld’s
Trooper
Gresco’s, Sunnyslde Aye., Trooper
Burmistoll’s,
Jeffersonville
Charles’,
Jeffersonville

|j
g
g
jjj
jj
§|
j|
B
.
B

* pounded ; that Is the right way.

Hi

GASOLINE!
TANK
DELWE0U

But, pshaw! Where does every J
Stop In and give us a call
body go for good glasses ?
| and-make yourself at home.
Why, to

Optometrists and Opticians
725 CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Both Phones.

SELL A PROPERTY
Want the Best Service in Prop
erty or Automobile Insurance
Be Sure to Consult

Prescriptions

HAUSSMANN & CO.

If you want to BUY or

To meet the demand for up to date and
beautiful homes.
All conveniences.
Terms easy—Will finance to snit pur
chaser.
HAKRY BROWN, Builder

1
i

*
*
$
I
*
*
*
i
J
I
E
R
E
*
THE BEST WAY
*
i Is by getting a pair of properly X We compound them just as *i
fitted glasses.
| your Doctor wants them com - *

ROAD
5fl?l//Cfi

Telephone your wants and
We will take care of them.
Beil Phone-■Collegeville 150 r 2

You are Headed in the Right
Direction When you use
“BOSCO” Gasoline
Users of “BOSCO” gasbline en
joy the smooth flow of jjower,
rapid acceleration on hills, and
freedom from knocking (pre-ignittion) on hard pulls which only
Good Gasoline can give.

[WELDING

BY*

[e x p to l

BECHTEL&SON
A M o d e m S ervice S tatio n

a)

ikj£

Coileaei/z/le, Penna.

WINKLER=== DRUGS
Fifth Ave. & Reading Pike, *
C O U E G E V IU E , PA.

M e n s’ C lo th in g ,
Hats, Shoes & Furnishings

%
*sp

t* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * l

IT

ISN ’T A HOME W ITH O UT A TELEPHONE

.________________________
MEN’S FALL SUITS $15.00 to $40.00

E L E A N O R was almost frantic.
Newest Fall shades in Men’s topcoats $15.00 to $25.00
A bigger and better assortment of Men’s and Boys’
Shoes than ever—
- Men’s at $3.85 to $8.00
BOYS’

!

$4.95

Knit-Tex O’Coats

EYE TALKS

f llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^

$37.50

Schoble Hats

FIRE PREVENTION DAY
October 9th, the anniversary of the
great Chicago fire which occurred in
1871 has for a number of years been
observed as Fire Prevention Day, and
in many localities the time has been
extended to include the entire week,
as a means of ajousing sentiment to
AND
effect a most desirable change of con
ARE POOR PASSPORTS TO
ditions and to bring to the attention
POPULARITY! Yet the one who
of the people a realization that loss
scowls is not a bad fellow; as a
by fire is Everybody’s business, and
rule he only has bad eyes.
that the responsibility of correcting
* a good u p -J to
d a te
conditions rest with everybody re
Once the lines become fixed,
gardless whether owner or occupant
they remain even after the eye
DRUG STORE
of property, as the majority of all
trouble has been corrected, tho
fires are preventable through the e x 
sh o u ld sell
softened to some extent by relax
ercise of common sense and-careful
ation of the muscles.
ness. The evil of fire and its dis
couraging effect retards civic, com THE BEST TIME
Bring
mercial and industrial life.
To banish the frown is when it
Your
first appears.
-giiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitniiiiHiiiHHfrfiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiinii^

$32.50

$1.86 up

Look at your h af (Everyone else does) and compare it
with the new fall styles. All latest shades at $3.50
and $5.00.

It was 1 A. M. and the baby was sick
for the first time.
She kept saying: “Oh, if Mother were
only here,” so W ilbur finally dressed, went
out in the rain and found a telephone.
The baby was well by noon the next
day, but even before that W ilbur had
signed a contract for his own Telephone.

CAPS $1.00 to $2.00
A big line of Collegiate Sweaters and Sport Shirts and a
complete line of Furnishings.

PAUL S. STOUDT
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

AND YOU CAN HAVE ©ME FOR LESS THAN 10c A DAY!

